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ABSTRACT

The relatíonship of exercise (cardiovascular) history to learned

heart rate (HR) increases was investigated in a 70 trial biofeedback

session. Nine highly trained long-distance and nine beginning

runners e¡ere compared under conditions of feedback (presence vs.

absence) and type of instructions (wittr vs. withouË respiration

assist) in a two phase single subject inÈeraction design. Phase I

assessed the efficacy of each variable alone while Phase II

assessed Ëhe interaction between variables. The main conclusions

of Phase I rvere that individuals can make explicit use of each of

specific and breathing assist HR instructions as well as feedback

to effecË HR increases" RespiraÈion assist instructions

differentiaÈed Runners and Non-runners with Runners generally

demonstrating much larger increases in RR and somewhaÈ larger increases

in HR. hrhile the IIR and RR increases were boÈh larger for Runners,

the HR íncreases were somewhat smaller than the RR increases,

suggesËing that Runners were much better able to bring about RR changes"

In Phase II, the addition of feedback to the two instructional

strategies facilitated HR increases for Non-runners while the

effects for Runners were mixed; feedback informed some Runners when

the use of respiration qras successful in effecting HR increases. The

data support the noÈions that a) feedback/reinforcement generally serves

Èo highlight effecÈive vs. ineffective HR control strategies; b) the

behavioral adjustments produced by voluntary control procedures are

due to the conbined influence of instructional and feedback variables;

and c) that exercise history is an important variable for obtaining

learned HR increases under respiration assist instructions.
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The NaÈure of Biofeedback

Biofeedback is a t'term that refers to a group of experimental

procedures in r¡hich an external sensor is used to provide Ëhe organísm

with an índicaÈion of the state of a bodily process, usually in an

attempt to effect a change in the measured guantity'r (Schwartz & Beatty,

1977; p. l). Thís indication has been terned rrfeedback" (hence,

biofeedback) or "reinforcementtr as in the operant learning paradign (see

Peterson, L982, f,or a behavioral analysis of the concept of feedback). A

unique property of biofeedback procedures as tools for scientific

investigation, is Èheir capacity to generaÈe highly specific changes

within differenÈ physiological sysÈems. As suchr they have served as a

means of gaining experimental control over specific physiologícal

processes so as to explore the nature of their interrelationships and to

explore their association with specific enviro'nental and overt

behavioral conditions. Ihe currenE study investigated learned heart rate

(HR) control and the relevent parameters affecting such control"

However, in order to better appreciate the review of relevant parameterst

we will firsË consider biofeedback in historical perspective.

Biofeedb ack in Historical PerspecËive

Biofeedback research has undergone several changes in experimental

goals and theoretical positions. For example, where initial emphasis was

focused on simply deEeruining the possibility of oPeranE control of

autonomic nervous system (ANS) resPonses, researchers soon began to

consider the theoretical and methodological irnplications of mediational

contarninanÈs of Èhe ttpure operantrr response such as muscle poÈentia1s,

menÈal imagery, and respiration (Crider, Schwartz & Schnidman, 1969;
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Katkin & lufurray, 1968). Researchers also aËtenpted to produce large

nagnitude t'voluntaryrr changes of clinical significance. However,

Blanchard and Young (I973) concluded that the changes reported had been

statistically rather than clinicalLy significant. The resuLt,ing emphasis

on clinical significance deemphasized the importance of nediational

contaminants of biofeedback. Researchers became ior" concerned with

controlling the desired response. Instead of vier¡ing nediation as a

contaminanÈ, it was viewed as a potenËíal facilitator of the desired

response which resulted in Ehe Mediation/Specificity controversy

reviewed by Williamson and Blanchard (1979a) " This controversy is

concerned with whether an individual achieves direct operant conÈrol over

a specific response, or whether he is controlling the response indirectly

through cognitive and/or somatic mediation. KaËkin and Murray (1968)

suggested thaË one must distinguish between ttconditioningtt and

Itcontrollingtt HR, which led to a subsequent change in ernphasis to the

psychophysiological mechanisms of learned HR ttcontroltt. However, rvhíle

many of the conÈro11ing varíables for condiÈioned HR increases have been

identified, and irrelevant variables ruled out, investigations of the

underlying psychophysiological mechanisms have only just sÈarted

(Williamson & Blanchard, 7979a).

Biofeedback reseerchers firsE sÈudíed predicËors of HR conÈro1 in

the forn of vísceral, cognitive, developmental, and personality

variables. Individuals were grouped according Èo these variables in an

aEtempt to reduce intersubjecË variability and Èo select those individuals

who could bring about large magniÈude HR changes. I{hil-e initíal efforts

centered on autonomic awareness, or wheËher rrnaturelly occurring feedbacktt

¡¡ould be sufficient to obtain cardiac control (Bergman &Johnson, Ig72),
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subsequent efforts focused on such variables as ager gender, anxiety,

locus of control (Rotterts internal-exËernal locus of control, 1966)

and other personality traits, in order to further reduce intersubject

variabilíty. However, autonomic alrareness was also the first variable

to be considered an indicator of individual differences in learned HR

conÈrol (I{illiarnson & Blanchard, 1979a). l{hile individual differences

in conditionability were initiaLly considered as a form of |tnoise" or

inÈerference, certain researchers began to view individual differences

as a potentí.al source for achieving greater undersÈanding of the

complex mechanisms involved in biofeedback control (Levenson & Ditto,

1981; McCanne [r Sandman, 1976¡ l{illianson & Blanchard, L979a). Such

mechanisms lrere explored by studying individual differences in Èhe

patterníng of physiological processes and their constrainÈs (Schwartz,

Ig73, Ig77)¡ and individual differences in the development of

instructional strategies to mediate ANS resPonses (Brener, I974, 7977;

Lang, 1974, 1975).

Three Theoretical Model-s of Cardiovacsular Control in Biofeedback

Research (Brener, Lane. and Schwartz)

The experimental study of these mechanisms resulted in three

theoretical nodels put forth by Srener (1974, 1977), Lang Q974, 1975)

and schwartz (L972, L974, 1975, 1976, 1977) respectively. In general,

each model suggests Ehat learning to control- HRr particularl-y HR

acceleration, is akin Ëo notor skills learning. Such a conceptual

framework represents a move away from studying cardiovascular control

within the general framework of instrumental condítioning (Kismel, 1967,

Mi1ler, Ig7Ð. Each model emphasizes a different seÈ of factors or
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variables. For example, Brener Q974, 1975) has emphasized the

discrinina¡ion of interoceptive sensations that are importanË for Èhe

deveLopmenÈ of voluntary control. In contrast, Lang (Lg74, Lg75) has

focused almost exclusively upon the feedback or consequence variables

thaE differentially affect HR speeding and slowing. Schwartzrs (I974,

Lg7Ð model is different in that it is primarily concerned with the

learned conÈrol of response petterns. t{e will now briefly consider

relevant details of each model'

Brener

Brener (1974, Lg77) has proposed Ëhat the ability of subjects to

díscríminate Èhe conseguences of Èheir actions is a prerequisite to the

development of instructional control over Èhese actions in the context of

biofeedback training. He claimed that instructions ("g., increase HR)

function to produce e very undifferentíaLed, nonspecific response pattern

which is usually Èhe result of subjects! previous learning experiences

with the effects (eg., HR increase) reflecËed in the instructions. Such

patEerns are accompanied by inEeroceptive sensations Ehet are related to

the specific biological functions activaÈed. In addiÈion, the magnítude

of exteroceptive feedback should also reflect changes in this response.

Through associative l-earning Processes or ItcalibraÈionrt, the pairing of

the exteroceptive and interoceptive sÈinuli results in the learned

discrirnination of the sensations associated \tith the desired response"

Further, instructions that consistently precede the activatíon of these

interoceptíve stimuLi also become associaËed with them so that

eventualLy, the instrucÈions function to activate this same set of

sensaLions, cal-1ed the response image, and the associated visceral

response, Finally, after sufficient training, the individualsr abiLity
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to discriminate the relevant interoceptive stinuli improves so thaE

within biological linits, a more specific cardiac response develops.

Lang

Lang (L974, 1975) has dealË exclusively with the feedback variables

related Eo learned HR conËrol and he asserts that learned HR speeding

should be conceptualized as the learning of a noÈor skill-. On the other

hand, he regards HR slowing as purer visceral learning. Lang considers

HR speeding to be dependenÈ upon central mechanisms Ehat couple somatic

and autonomic systems, and suggests Èhat most of the procedural variables

found Èo systemaÈically affect moÈor learning (eg., frequency of

feedback, varied inforrnaËiona1 content; moneËary incentives) also affect

the acquisition of HR speeding. However, some of Èhese variables have

also been shorsn to affect HR slowing.

Schwartz

schwarrz o974, 1975) has suggested that through biofeedback

training, the specific response PeEtern learned is a function of tt'o

factors: 1) the specific feedback conÈingency; and 2) biologicaL

constraints. l{hen individuals are given feedback infornation of a

specific response patÈern, e.g.r raise HR and systolic blood Pressure

(BP), they can atËain control over it excePt when such control is

biologically constrained. Specifically, the model predicÈs that a

specific response or response peÈÈern ¡vil1 be learned only if feedback is

contingent wíth the response, When two responses are naËura1ly coupLedt

the second response will receive partial reinforcement and will be

simultaneously learned as a part of the response Påttern. Therefore,

SchwarÈz's model predicts Èhat specificity energes only to the extent

that naturalLy coupled responses can be differentially reinforced.
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Each of Èhe Èheorists emphasized a particular set of variables that

are relevanÈ to the learned control of HR functions. I{illiamson &

Blanchard (I979b) in their review indicated that the most important of

these variables can be categorized as: 1) insËructions to the subject;

2) nature of the desired responsei 3) biological constraints; and 4)

feedback parameters" Íùhile each of the first three variables can be

regarded as basic to all studies of learning, only when studying feedback

variables does a prediction derived specifically fron motor ski11s

learning become relevant" One of the basic axioms of moÈor skills

learning is that perfonnance improves as a function of the amount of

infornation provided by feedback (Bilodeau & BiLodeau 1958; Fitts &

Posner, 1968). Moreover, Wil-Liamson and Blanchard (1979arb),

suggest Èhat learned cardiovascular conËrol is sinilar to Èhe

learning of a complex motor skill. and that any comprehensive model must

account for Ëhe interactions among Èhe four variables discussed above.

Parameters of Learned Heart Rate ConÈrol

Parameters of learned IIR controL can be roughly classed ínto three

kinds of variables: Indivídual Differences, ExperimenÈal and

Mediational. The Individual Difference variable has so far been

investigated Èhrough examination of variables such as gender, smoking

behavior, exercise, locus of conÈro1, assorted personality variables, and

internal autonomic awareness. These facÈors have been shown to influence

the results of previous studies. However, Èhe roajority of HR conÈrol

studies and theoríes nere developed using ttnormaltr subjects (Rayter,

1975). A different population of subjects míght lead to different and

perhaps new variables of HR controL, The current sËudy focused on a
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comparison of athLetes (long-distance runners) and non-athletes because

of their differences in cardiovascul-ar history as a function of running

h is tory.

The basic rationale for the experimental interest in long-distance

runners is as fo1lows. Runners are knorvn Eo experience wide ranges of HR

fLucËuation duríng Ëraining (Robinson, 1968)i i.e., they have specialized

cardiovascular histories as a function of exercise. As we1.1",

HoLlandsworth (1979) found that individuals who regularly engage in

aerobic exercise develop sensítive anareness to physiological functíoning

which they nay use to regulate their efforts during competion, and which

transfers to quiescenË sEaÈes. Further, aerobic athletes (including

runners) have been found to betÈer discriminate HR sensaËions

corresponding to HR changes (Jones & Hol-landsworth, I98l; hlhitehead,

Drescher, Heiman and Blackwel1, I977). Since cardiavascular control is

presumed to involve Èhe discrimination of HR changes in parÈicular, and

cardiovascuLar acEivítíes ín general (Brener, Ig7Ð, runners might

reasonabLy be expected to show superior performance. Final-lyr given

runnerst skills in the discriminaËion of cardiovascular acÈiviËies, and

given the relationship between respiration rate (RR) and learned HR

control (Ho1nes, Soloman, Frost & Morrow, 1980)r runners might be better

suited to learn HR increases under instructions to use Ëheir breathing.

An addiÈional arguement is thaE runners are experienced 'rmoËor-skilLstt'

athletes. ff, as has been argued theoreticalLy (Brener, L974, !977¡

Langl 1974, 1975¡ SchwarË2, L974, L975,1977), IIR control is a motor

skiL1, runners níght be expected Èo positively Èransfer Ëheir skills.

This inÈerest in cardiovascuLar history is expecËed Èo furEher our

undersËanding of the underlying mechanisms of cardiovascular conÈro1.
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Experimental parameters include those imposed by Ëhe experimenter

such as Èhe kind of feedback or reinforcementr and type of instructions

that subjects receive. Ìlediational paramet'ers, include respiration,

muscle tension, and cogniÈive or ideational activity. The present sËudy

examined the use of respiration as a facilitator of learned HR control

because it has been shown to faciLitate cardiovascular control, and

because long-distance runners were expected to achieve greater HR conÈrol

through their breathing.

The present research examined the effects of individuaL differences

as affected by trvo additional parameters of learned HR control.

Specifically, we studied the effects of visual feedback and type of

instructions upon learned HR í.ncreases in highly trained vs relatively

untrained long-distence runners. Before examining the inplícations of

the choice of Ëhese indepenclent variables for runners, it r^¡il-l be

necessary to review the research on these parameters r as iË pertains to

cardiovascular control.

Individual Differences in Learned Heert RaEe Control

Individual differences refer to idiosyncratic or inter-individuaL

factors of a developmenÈalr personality, physiological, exercise, or

emplolrment nature that rnight strengthen cardiovascular control in

relarion Èo experinentally adminisÈered independenÈ variables such as

kind of feedback or instructions. In a sense, !¡e are talking about an

individualts cardiovascular history as represented by the above factors

though in the currenÈ study, we are particularly concerned wiÈh exercise

in the form of an individualrs running history.

Several individual dífference variables have been expLored to a

limited extent. Young and BLanchard (I972) repor|ed that males appeared

-:.
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to be ttsuperiortt to females in their abil-ity Èo raise HRr but that there

r,eere no differences ín abilíÈy to lower HR. As well, I^IhiLehead et al.

Og77) and Jones and Hollandsrvorth (1981) reporÈed that nales were more

accura¡e cardiac discriminators than females i.e. r more a\{are of heart

rate both during and after exercise. I{ith respect to age, Silverman and

Campos (1973) reporEed no evidence of HR control in one and Ërso year oldst

while Lang ( Lg7Ð reported significantly reduced HR control in a group of

elderly subjects (mean age = 60.6) when compared Ëo college age subjecÈs

(Introductory psychology SÈudents). Also, both positive (nttiot & Thysellt

f96B) and negative (Irwin, L97I¡ Levenson & Dittor 1981) effects of smoking

upon HR control have been observed. ForÈunaÈely, effects of age, gender

and recenË smoking.behavior can be readiLy controlled by matching for age

and gender and instructing aPProPriateLy for snoking'

More relevant to the current study are the findings on autonomic

awareness or ANS perceptibility. This rn'as initially measured by the

Autonomic Perception Questionnaire (efq; Mandler, Mandler & Uvill-er,

1958), which had been used in an attemPE to demonstrate a relationship

beÈween internal autonomic awarenesi and HR conËrol. Bergman and Johnson

(1971) hyporhesized that HR perceptibility was related to the degree of

IIR control. However, they reported a greater degree of ItR control by

niddLe scoring subjects than by high and low scoring subjects rsho rvere

equivaLent in HR conEroL. On the other hand, Blanchard, Young, and

Macleod O¡TZ), Engel and Hansen (1966), and Green and Neilson (1966)

reported greeter cardiac control with 1ow scoring subjects, suggesting

Ëha.t too much ANS artrareness may interfere with cardiac control. A more

recent sËudy (Puente, Clark & Berman, 1980) reported that a shortened

version of the APQ did not predict ability to controL HR.
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The raÈionale for expecting a positive correlation between autonomic

a\¡¡areness and cardiac conEroL derived from studies Brener, Kl-einman, &

Goesl-ing (1969), Young & Blanchard (1974), indicating that greater

amounËs of exÈernal feedback 1ed to increased cerdiac control. They

reporÈed that the degree of HR control was a direct function of the

percentage of training trials upon which feedback was given" However,

a Link between inEernal auÈonomic awareness and externaL feedback rpas

first suggested by Bergman and Johnson (1971).

McFarland (f975) attempted to clarify the somewhat confusing

relationship beËween autonomic awareness and learned HR conÈro1 by rnoving

away from questionnaire responses (".g., APQ). He chose a tracking tesË

called heart activicy perception (HAP) in which subjects attempted to

shadorr Ëheir heart raEe by pressing a butÈon in rhythn r,¡ith their heart

beats. McFarland reported a signifícant, positive correlation between

HAP test results and HR increases which vas independent of changes in

either respiration raEe or amplitude. Finallyr a low observed

correlation between the APQ and HAP tracking scores suggesÈed Ehat the

thro perceptual tests measured different attributes of subjects.

McFarland concluded that individuals who have e more accurate perception

of their heart activity are also best abLe to conËrol that activity by

using their ttsuperior internal cardiac feedbacktt to produce the desired

HR changes. Such speculation has also been the basis of Brener's (1974,

L977) model of learned cardiovascular control. IIe asserted, that if

Learning to discriminaÈe the acËivities of the cardiovascular system were

an important prerequisite to the control of those activíties, then

individuals trained Èo discriminate cardiovascular sEates would be better

at controlling such states Ëhan individuals who were not provided with

such Èraining. In the currenÈ study, Runners and Non-runners were seen
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respectively as trained and not trained in the discrimination of

cardiovascul-ar sEaÈes based on their cardiovascular hisEory as relaËed to

exerc ise 
"

Supportive evidence was obtained by Jones and Hol-landsworth (1981)

who found thaÈ male runners were lnore eccurate cardiac discriminators

Ëhan either tennis players or sedentary individuals. Cardiac

discriminaÈion was based on the subjectrs ability to accurately determíne

whích of 35 10 sec HR feedback periods were true or fal-se during rest and

inrmediateLy following vigorous exercise. The finding of more eccurate

cardiac discrínination rsas Èrue boÈh at resE and irrmediately following

vigorous exercise. Their sfudy was based on an earlier study by

Holl.andsworËh ( Ig7Ð who found that individuaLs who regularly engage in

aerobic exercise develop sensitive ah'areness to physiological

functioning, which they may use to regulate their efforLs during

competition. Hollandsworth further suggested that this heightened

ewareness would transfer to quiescenE staÈes for the saroe individuals. A

recent study of individuaL differences in heartbeat discriminaËion

(Katkin, Morell, Goldband, BernsÈein & Wise; L982) confirmed the

inpLication of Ëhe Jones and Hollandst¡orth (1981) results that most

indivíduals are unable to discriminate Èheir own heart beats without

training, but they can learn. Current interest in studying perception of

visceral evenÈs is a result of the hypoÈhesized positive relatíonship

between a) the capacities of individuals to discriminate HR and to

conËrol HR events (Brener, 1974, 1977; Ross & Brenerr 1981); and b) HR

discrimination and control rvhere HR discrimination was based on an HR

tracking tesÈ (McFarland , lg75; McFarland & Campbell, 1974).

Lang (1975) has investigated learned cardiovascular control through

a motor ski1Ls learning paradigm. He staËed Ehat cardiovascular control
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involves more than a single conditioned reflex; it requires ttan organized

seË of activities, Eovements, and symbolic informationrt, such as is

involved in tennis or any oËher sport. Further, upon revíewing the

different mechanisms invol-vecl in HR slowing and speeding, he concluded

that the abilíty to speed ER on command appears to be a talent which is

noË distributed equally in the human populatíon. Specifically, Lang noted

thaË college age males nere superior ftautonomic athletesrr relaEive to the

elderly or Èo those with cardiac disorders. Simílarly, upon noting that

HR changes were obtained in a relatively short period of tine (first

session), Levenson (1976) suggesÈed that subjects may vary pre-experinentally

and ÈhaÈ our experimenÈs may be assessing only an individual.rs

pre-experimental. ability to control HR. It should be noted Ehat it

is typical to reach peak elevations in HR in the early phases of mosË

experiments, with only very fer¡ studies (".g., Blanchard et al., 7974;

Colgan, t97I; Headrick, Feather & We11s, l97l) demonstrating a greater

degree of cardiovascular control with prolonged biofeedback training.

Thus, it is suggested that mosE experiments are tapping only pre-experimental

abilities,

Lyon, Blankstein and Darte 0976) suggested that the ability Ëo

reduce HR can be construed as a stable response predisposition not unlike

a personality trait. They reported Ehat the ability'to slow HR r¡as

consistent within subjects and stable between ttgoodtt and ttpoorrr

controllers, and that poor HR controllers did not shor.r signifigant

improvements even with multi-session biofeedback training. They

concluded Èhat the typical subjects used for learned IIR slowing roay well

be made up of such poor visceral learners. This is a direcË paraLle1 to

Lang's (1975) reference to "autonomic athletesfr, except that he deaLt
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wiÈh UR increases raËher than decreases. Lyon et al. Q976) noted that

relative to good conÈrollers, poor HR slowers tended to be more trait

anxious, less internal. in locus of control, more introverËed, lor+er in

general sensation seeking, more coronary prone, and less inclined to give

socially desirable responses. They vier¡ed their results as consistent

wíth Lang's suggestion thaË, "The fact that naive slowing is at least

rnargínaIly related to personality factors may suggest that it is

detemined by ternperamenÈal, unconditioned factors, and perhaps for Ehis

reason less responsive to trainingr' (Lang, 1975, p. f89).

Based upon the above reasoning, parLicul-arly thaÈ of Lang (1975) and

I;yon et al. (1976) as r,¡elL as the fact Èhat HR decreases are generally

diffícult to obtain and maintain (Williamson & Blanchard, I979a), the

currenË study examined only learned IIR increases. As well, athletesr

generally lower than average resting HR (Robinson, 1968) rnitigates

agaínst significant IIR decreases.

ÌlcCanne and Sandman (1976) urged investigators to attend to

indívidual differences, in theorizing about possible physiological

meehanisms mediating operent HR changes. McCanne (I977 ) also stated Ëhat

ia,ilividual differences in physiological responding during operant HR

control ney account for some of the eguivocal data on the mediation of

such HR changes. Hopefully, such thinking will provide further

untlerstanding of the mechanisms underlying learned cardiovascular

control. Ultirnately, what may be required is further study of the

individual subject using specifically tailored instrucËions incorporaËing

cogni.tive-somaÈic strategies, and discrimination enhancing internal or

external feedback, in Line r¡ith McCannets (1977 ) asserËion that there may

be ft¡ndamental differences among individuals in neurobiological
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organization. The current study proposes to study individual differences

with the use of specifically tailored instructions by incorporating RR

instructions and the presence or absence of feedback. The merits of a

single-subjecÈ design in thís context will be discussed later. (pp 22 -
25).

The presenÈ sËudy was partLy a replication and exÈension of previous

research by Rayter (1975) in r¡hich individual differences in

HR variabilíty r,¡ere exemined in a group of athleÈes. The study examined

if individuals whose daily training rouÈine involved experiencing wide

ranges in HR variability (40 - 180 beats per minute b.p.m" ) possessed

differential abilities to effect HR changes and, if so, how r¡ouLd such

potentially differing abílities nanifesÈ Ëhemselves? Athletes were

selected because it is not uncortrnon for Èhem to produce changes in HR

from as low as 40 up to 180 b.p.r. during a day of training (Robinson,

1968). A group of endurance athletes and rrnormalstt, chosen on the basis

of high, medium and low APQ scores, underwent Ëhree I hr. (48 trials)

bidirectional biofeedback training sessions. BoËh groups were provided

with nn feedback and bi-directional HR ínstrucÈions while the magnitude

of HR control (ttR level attained) was measured. Subjects lrere told not

to use theír respiratíon to effect HR changes. I.{hile the sÈudy did not

confirn the hypoÈhesis as to athleÈest superior ability to control ffi,

so¡oe differences were found between the Èwo groups. with ApQ level

controlled, Normals raised their HR's significantly higher than the

athLetes but athletes tended to maintain HR increases for longer periods

of time. This latter finding was in Èhe predicted direction and was also

supported by a study on exercise physiology (Holloszy, skinner, Barry, &

Cureton, 1964), in which t¡e11-trained endurance athletes maintained

extremely high HRrs for long períods of tine during exercise.
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The results were discussed in terms of methodological shorEcomings

(..g., questionable "athletíc abilitiestt) and several speculations

regarding aËhletesr inability to demonstrate greater IIR increases. The

1aÈter included athletesr difficulty in overcoming vagal

(parasynpathetic) influences and Ehe possibility Ëhat Lhe two groups

utilized different mechanisms in obtaining HR increases. Specifically,

iÈ was suggested thaÈ athletes may rely more heavily on physiological or

proprioceptive (inceroceptive) kinds of feedback in order to attain and

naintain HR control. rf Ëhe athletes were relying rnostly on

proprioeeptive feedback, it night not have been readily avaílabIe, sínce

Èhey were asked to focus on externar feedback, and thus, their

performance would be correspondingly reduced. ttNorralst', on the other

handr were thought to rely more on external feedback in Ehe forn of a

visual display of HR increases, a method demonstrated Èo be effective in

biofeedback research. Further, aEhletes were thoughË to be able to

utilize Ëheir breathing for more effective HR control; however, the

instrucEions discouraged all subjects from changing Eheir breaÈhing rate

or depth. Thus athleEes may have been handicapped vhen compared to their

non-athlete counterparts. rt was suggesËed, in accordance with Ray

G974), that "an individual may possess a cerÈain siyle for approaching a

Èask physiol.ogicall-y in Ëhe same manner tre Sic] denonstrated a cognitive

stylerr (p. 354).

The present study assessed the above notion thaE athleteé (i.e., long-

distance runners) nay rely more heavily upon internal or proprioceptive

kinds of feedback by exaruining learned HR control in Èhe absence, as well

as the presence, of feedback. This reliance on internal feedback was

also assessed by examining HR control with and without the use of
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respiration instructions" Only very highly trained Runners were

compared with Non-runners who had never before engaged in any form of

routine exercíse but rather r¿ho had only just begun a Ëraining programo

Experimental Variables in Learned HR Control

Kind of Feedback or Reinforcement

The present sÈudy also sought to examine the effects of HR feedback (or

reinforcenent) and instrucÈions upon runnerst ability to learn HR increases.

The types of information used to facilitate HR changes can be classífíed

into trvo categories (Bergman & Johnson, 1972): a) the type of feedback or

reinforcement for cardiac responses, and b) specific information about

such cardiac responses. The first category concerns Ehe manner in which

cardiac responses are inËerpreted and reinforced; i.e., feedback or

reinforcement about the degree of success at meeting the criterion response"

The second category consists of the kinds of infornation about the response

of interest which is given to the subject Èhrough instructions" This latter

variabl-e will be discussed in the next section.

Feedback may be cLassified in terns of sensory modality e.g.,

(auditory visual¡ etc.), frequency of occurrence, and level of inforrnation

(binary vs. proportionaL) Èhe subjects receive. I{hi1e auditory feedback has

been presenÈed in the fonn of tones of various frequencies (Brener &

Goesling, 1969; Shearn, 1962), visual feedback has been more corrrîonly

employed. Exarnples include a f.ight display (Brener & Hothersall, 1966;

Engel & Chisn, L967a¡ Engel & Hansen, 7966; Hamano & Miyake, 1977;

Levene, Engel, & Pearson, f968), an oscilloseope (Donelson, 1966), and a
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cardiotachomeÈer for each of binary and proporËional feedback studies.

However, no staÈistical differences have been reported with respect to

the differenÈ sensory modalities employed (Blanchard & Young , Ig72),

although Blanchard and Young Q972) and Blanchard et al . 0974) suggesÈed

that visual feedback was more effective than auditory feedback.

Feedback may also be classified in terms of its frequency of

occurrence (ternporal feedback factors). This issue really addresses the

utility of feedback and also touches indirecÈly on the issue of the

importance of instructions alone (i"e., no feedback) as a parameÈer of

cardiac control. Frequency of feedback may renge from no feedback

whatsoever (Bergman & Johnson, 197ï, I972i Blanchard, Young, Haynes

& Scott, 1975; Brener et a1., f969) through feedback at every five or

l0 beats (Gatchel, L974) or at various intervals of delayed tine

(Willianson & Blanchard, 1979c), to feedback following each trial

(as in mosL studies). In the above studies, subjecEs were abLe to controL

HR best upon receiving feedback on a beat to beat basis and imediately

following each beat, whíle only in the Bergman and Johnson (Ig72) study

could subjects control HR without any feedback. A replication of Bergman

and Johnsonrs study by Blanchard eÈ al. (1975), with an increased number

of training trials, supported the conclusion thaE instructional control

over HR without exteroceptive feedback is possible. Sirnilarly, Johnston

O976), Levenson (1976)r and Stephens, Harris, and Brady (I972) suggeèted that

their findings of innediaËe HR changes meant that feedback nay not have

been as important as belíeved and that instructíonal control of HR alone

was worthy of further study. 0n Èhe oÈher hand, Young and Blanchard

(l974) found that auditory feedback, afEer subjects were correctly

informed of the response, aided subjects in raising HR relative Èo subjects
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who received no feedbeck. However, the no-feedback group was

contaminated by virtue of having initially been given instructions to

conËrol HR, therefore it was not possible to rule out effects due

to prefeedback instructions. Only a very few studies (¡ett t

Schwartz, 1975i Colgan, 1977; Lang & Twent¡man, L974; and l,Ihitehead,

Drescher, Heiman & Blackwell, 1977) have included the proper control

conditions for effects due to instructions alone. All of these studies

have found that for HR speeding, feedback control was sígnificantly

greater Ehan instructionaL control alone.

The variable of level of information refers to binary versus

proportional feedback. l{ith binary feedback the subjecE is automatically

informed rùreÈher or not she or he has reached the criÈerion involving the

period of ItR for comparison (Brener & HoLhersall, 1966; Engel & Chisn,

1976b; Engel & Hansen, 1966). I.Iith proportional feedback (digital or

analogue), a subject is given beat to beat feedback and told by how much

she or he is above or below Èhe criterion. Proportional feedback has

been used by a number of researchers including Blanchard and Young

(1972), Blanchard et al. Qg74), Finley (1970), and sroufe (1971).

Stephens, Harrís, Brady, and Shaeffer Q975) used complex conbinations of

different forms of both binary and proportional feedback. While the

latËer study reported large magnitude HR changes, the various feedback

combinations made it difficult to determine whích level of infornatioà

(i.e., binary vs. proportional) ¡¡as the mosÈ effective

Manuck, Levenson, Hinricksen and Gryll (1975) investigated the role

of feedback in HR control by manipulating the level of information that

subjects received. I{hile significant bidirectional HR changes qrere

obtained there were no differences between Èhe feedback conditions. This
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indicated Èhat not only were binary-proportional differences absent, but

that HR contingent feedback was noË â necessary condition for learned HR

control. However, it was argued ÈhaE the beneficial infLuence of

feedback (particularly its presence or absence) rnay have been

demonstrated with a larger sample size, protracted training, effective

somaÈic restraint, or heightened subject motivation. Levenson (f967)t

Young and Blanchard (Ig74) and Shapiro, Tursky and Schrsartz (1970) also

reported no differences beÈween binary and proportional (anaLogue)

auditory feedback. I^Iithin Ëhe visual mode, howeverr both Lang and

Twentyman Q974) and Blanchard, Scott, Young and Haynes (1974) found that

proporEional feedback was more effeetive than binary feedback but only

for HR increases. These studies suffer fron design and nethodological

idiosyncrasies that resErict comparison with other studies. For example,-

the feedback system employed by Lang and TwenËyman ( 1974) was such that

Colgan ( l-g77) quescioned wheËher iÈ v¡as truly equivalent to proportional

feedback. Blanchard et al. Q974) also reported that neither of the

feedback groups employed by Stephens et al" (l'975) and Wells (f973)

significantly íroproved controL over the eight sessions. In other words,

comparisons beËween binary and proporEional feedback were based prinnarily

on HR control during the first session. Colgan (1977 ) also reporÈed thaE

visual proportional feedback was clearl-y superior to visual binary feedback

for bidirecËional HR control, end ÈhaË the addiÈion of a binary signal Èo

proportional feedback did not reliably enhance control"

Type of Instructions

Bergman and Johnsonrs Q972)

learned HR control is the type of

second source of information to affecË

instructions lhat the subject receives
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about a response. Instructional set has been conceptualized in Ëhree

differenÈ forms: No specific HR information, specific IIR infornation,

and augmented HR infornation. No specific HR ínstructions may consist of

asking subjects to make a lighc go on and/or stay oû as long as possible;

in other words, they are presumably unaware that HR is the response of

interest (Ascough & Sipprelle, 1968; Brener & HoËhersall, 1966, 1967;

Engel & Chism, L967a; Engel & Hansen, L966; Frazier, 1966; Levene, EngeL

& Pearson, 1968). I{íth specific HR information, subjects have been asked

to attend to and concentrate on Ëheir I{R and hence were aware that HR

changes were required" BoÈh Bergman and Johnson (I97L) and Brener,

Kleinman, and Goesling (1969) found that this type of instructional set

facilitated increases and decreases in lIR. With augmented HR

information, subjects receive cardiac inforrnation (unrelated to criterion

HR level expected) as to correcËness of response Èhrough one of the

sensory modalities (auditory, visual) in addition to being told to attend

to and concentrate on HR. Such information can be present,ed on an oscilloscope

(Donelson, L966) , over a Loudspeaker (Shearn, L962), Ehrough earphones

(Berguan & Johnson, 1972), via a Eeter (Lang, Stroufe, & Hastings, 1967;

Stephens, Harris & Brady, 1972) or a light dísp1ay (Brener & Hothersall,

L966; Engel & Chisn, 1967a; Engel & Hansen, 1966; Hamano & Miyake,1977i

Levene et al., 1968)

In an attempt to assess the contribuÈion of instructional

set, Bergman and Johnson Q972) manipulated each of the three types

across feedback and no feedback groups. Except for Èhe no specific HR

informaÈion group, a1-1 subjects were abLe to raise Èheír HR" This

suggested that awareness of the criterion response played a criticaL role ín

raising HR. These findings were in contrasÈ to those of Engel and Hansen
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(1966) who, afËer studying only HR decreases, suggested that knoh'Ledge of

the Learning contingency interfered with attempts to change HR, However,

Bergman and Johnson (L972) suggested that such interference vras a factor

for HR decreases only, since in their own sÈudy awareness enhanced HR

ancreases.

In contrast to the Bergman and Johnson Q972) interpretaÈion,

Blanchard, Scott, Young and Edmundson (1974) reported that correct

knowledge of the response was found to facilitate HR decreases but not ÏlR

íncreases. However, Blanchard et aL. (l974) aLso reported that feedback,

rather than correct knowledge of the response was the critical factor in

raising HR and only marginally significant in lowering it. They

explained Èhe discrepancies in results in terms of the type of feedback

used, suggesting that the audítory feedback in the Bergman and Johnson

study (1972). rras not as effective as the direct visual feedback used in

their ovn study. More recently, Bouchard and Granger Q977) sought to

clarify the above discrepancies by replicating and extending Ehese

studies through increasing the mean duration of feedback training (from

13 to 30 nin.). fhey predicted but were unable to confírm that

continuous visual binary feedback would enhance the HR decrease

perforrnance of inforned subjects in comparison to those who were

originally Ínstructed to ehange HR without knowledge of the response.

I{hile both of Bouchard and Grangerrs groups significantly lowered their

HR's with instructions, the addítion of feedback only tended totrards

signifícance in lowering HR. Thus, Bouchard and Granger (L977)

corroborated Blanchard et aL.'s Q974) finding that instructions, rather

than feedback, facílitate learned HR decreases. In a related study,

Bouchard and Granger (1980) corroboraÈed their own earlier findings of

the negligible effects of feedback, using monetary incentives with nn
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decrease instructions" However, for HR increase instructions, Williamson

and Blanchardrs (1979a) thorough review of the trfeedbacktt versus
frinstructionaLI contro]. literature from I973 -1979, concluded that the

addition of feedback enhances the HR effect.

Colgan (L977) t¡a¿ supported Bergman and Johnson (1972);

and Stephens et aL. Og75) in finding that subjects could both increase

and decrease HR sinply on being tol-d to do so. Thus, while instrucËions

alone have been found Èo bring about bidirectional HR eontrol, the

effects of feedback (visual--proporEional) alone have been more equivocal.

One reason is that feedback has typically been manipulated

simurtaneously with instructions as to the nature of the required

resPonse. Yetr even the effects of instructions have been confounded by

design and methodological shortcomings (Colgan, 1977). And r¿hiLe Colgan

avoided a confound r¡ith the knor¡n inter-group variability ín HR research

by enploying a within subjects design, Èhe currenË study proposes to go

one step further by irnplementing a single case design. Such a procedure

will be more analytical in determining Èhe effecÈs of instructions and

feedback singly and in conbination.

In an atÈempt Eo determine íf the mechanísms of HR control are

different for Runners and Non-runners, two types of Instructions ¡ril1 be

used: (1) specific HR information r¡ith RR controlled, as in Èhe Bergman

and Johnson (L972) sÈudy; and (2) breathing-assist, specific HR

infornation; i.e., ¡^rittr additional instructions to utilize RR in

controlling HR. Discussion of the raÈionale and research background for

Èhe respíration rate instructional manípulation follows beLow.
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Respiration Rate

Colgan (1977) extended studies by Lang and lwenÈyman (1974) and

Blanchard et al " (197Ð ín finding that RR was faster during HR increase

trials. He asserted Èhat such increases in respiration could be the najor

reason why HR increases are found in most studíes. The mediational

variable that has received Èhe most attention, perhaps because it has

been nost easily demonstrated, has indeed been respiration. (See

Appendix A for a fu1l review of the mediaÈion issue. ) ft has been well

documenËed thaÈ changes in pressure exerted on the pressoreceptors in

the lungs produce reflex tachycardia (¡n speeding) and bradycardia (HR

slowing) in both anímals and humans (Neil & Heynans,1962). Thus, from

as early as Shearnrs (L962) first report of detectable respiratory change,

respiratory nediation of HR changes has been considered possible by

virtually every investigator dealing with operant HR control. This form

of nediation has been dealt r^rith in various ways (See Blanchard &

Young, 1973i I{i1Iia¡nson & Blanchard, 1979a for a ful1 review) rangíng from

sinply monitoring respiraÈion through statistical covariance analyses

controlling for iËs effects, to the direct rnanipulation of respiraÈion

through instructions.

McCanne and Sandmaî (1976) stated that there are no studies which

have shown that somatic mediation (RR or muscle Èension) is necessary for

learned HR control. They concluded that Ëhe current status of the

research allol¡s us only to suggest that respiratory changes may produce

changes in operant HR under certain conditions, and that the precise

relatíonship of RR to operant HR has yet to be determined. For example,

Sroufe (l971) demonstrated that "respiration can be explicitly utiLized

to control heart rate" (p. 654), by providing subjects with respiratory
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feedback. He also suggested that rrthe fact that cardiac control is

possible with respiration experimentally conÈrolled merely suggested that

subjects can control heart rate independenÈ of respíration, not Èhat

respiration is of minor irnportance.'r (stroufe, p. 654; 1971). obrisE et

al. (1975) demonstrated that the magnitude of HR change was directly

proportional Èo the magnitude of muscle tension and respiratory change.

A recent study (Hol¡nes, Solonon, Frost & Moore, 1980) on the influence of

respiratory paËterns on HR increases, strongly suggests that indivídual.s

learn to conErol HR indirectly by controlling respiration. InsÈead of

asking índividuals to breaÈhe in a particular fashion and subsequenLly

monitoring HR and RR (Ilolmes, solomon & Buchsbaum, rg7Ð, Holmes et al.
(1980) asked individuals to trace Èheir own respiration peÈtern from an

earlier phase of the same study. t{hile tracing their own respiration

pattern, HR changes were not requested, only rnoniÈored. The HR changes

under both conditions was similar, suggesting that most of the variance

accounting for HR change during biofeedback training is due largely to

nornally and easily achieved voluntary changes in respiraËion rather than

to any new HR learning"

The currenÈ study was aLso concerned with an individualts use of RR

to obtain and maintaín learned HR conÈroL by using breathing-assist

instructions. I.Ie were interesËed in determining wl¡ether or noÈ athletes

(i.e., long-distance runners) would be particularly prone Èo using RR'

since HR and RR are so integrall-y related to their training (cooper,

1977). As will be recalled, athleËesr previous difficulries in raising

HR (Rayter, 1975) may have been due to their being explicitly requested

not to use sonatic mediation Lo bring about such HR changes.
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RaÈionale for a Single Subject Experimental Design

VirtualLy all of the biofeedback research on ER has ehployed large-N

group comparison designs (for an exception see scott, peters, Gillespie,

Blanchard, Edmundson & Young, 1973). And as previously acknowledged, the

magnitude of change reported has been rstatisËicallyr rather than

fcLinically' significant (Blanchard & Young, J.973). The lack of

cLinical.ly significant results in large-N research has been tied by

small-N researchers (e.g., Hersen & Barlow, 1976; Sidman, 1960) to

three linitations of large-N research design: (1) averaging of results

across subjects; (2) control of varíability and (3) generality of

findings.

The problem rvith averaging of results across subjects ís that

clinical effects for specific individuals are obscured ín the group data"

Some clients mây demonstrate improvement with a particular intervention,

while others may deterioraÈe, and still others rnay evidence no change.

Yet all results are lunped together in a supposedly ttrepresentativert

average. Since a complex pattern of individual difference variables is

associated r.¡ith each individual subjecË, consistency of results is noE to

be expected across subjects. Instead, effects specific to individuals or

small grouPs of highly homogeneous subjects are more profitably examined

with single-subject techniques. This is particularly true in the presenË

biofeedback research where índividual differences in cardiovascular

history is a rnajor focus of ínvestigation.

Limítations of large-N group designs related to control of

variability are of three kinds. First the focus on intergroup rather

than intrasubject variability often leads to rrweakrf effects. Progress

during Èreatment is typically assessed only once on a posttest. since

individual subjects rney differ in rnagnitude or direction of effect, the
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result is often minínurn success. A second relaÈed probLem is that ¡rithin

group variability, or error variance, is the staEistical standard or

baseline against vhich treatment effects are evaluated" Since error

variance ís Largely a function of individual differences which are

typically large, sËatistical significance may also be elusive.

the third linitation of large-N designs with respect to control of

variability, is that emphasis is placed on statistical significance

rather than on improved precision in control-ling and manipulaÈing

independent variables. Varíables are lumped together under the rubric of
tfchancett factors, raÈher Èhan subjected Ëo experimental analysis and

controL. Furthermorervhile Large-N statistics may indicate Ëhe presence

of an inÈeraction, they do not permit the precise analysis of combination

effects present ín sequential single subjecË designs" SingLe subject

designs add and remove independent variables, so that separate and

combined effects may be examined within Èhe same subject (Hersen and

Barlow, 1976, p. 213; Sidnan, 7969, pp. 330 -340),

fhe above problens were clearly ín evidence in previous research by

the author on bíofeedback wíth athletes (Rayter , L975) " Results which

were clinical3-y weak and aÈ best narginally statistically reliabLe were

obtained. Moreover, striking cardiovascular conErol, which was

demonstrated by a maraÈhon champion and several highly trained runners,

was obscured in a statistical group everage.

The third linitation associated with Large-N research to'be

considered here concerûs generality of results. Since findings fron

group studies do not represent, and hence generalize to, the individual

client, they are of little value to the practicing clinician, in Èhis

case, the biofeedbeck specialist. Large-N soluÈions which attempt Èo
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achieve increasingly hornogeneous groups are destined for faílure sinee,

as increasing homogeneity is achieved, decreasingly successful inferences

may be ¡nade to Ëhe target popluation, because the individual- complexities

in the popul-ation wiLl noË have been adequately sampled.

Srnall-N research strat.egy proposes a solution which includes

rigorous and conÈinuing anaLyses of the control of varíabiLíty within

specific indívidua1s, eLiminating the variability problems associated

with large-N research. Individual- daËa are analyzed by visual inspection

elirninating the problern of group averages. General-ity is achieved

through replication of results in simil.ar subjecLs with identical

procedures (direct replication) or across a hosÈ of unrelaËed variables,

e.g.r setting, behavior change agents, etc. (systematic replication)"

Paradoxical as it may seem, Sidnan (1960r p. 190) has cogently argued

that precise. experimenLal analysis and conErol of a single subjectrs

behavior leads to a much greater ability to general-ize than the

ttleaving to chancett technique of attempted statisÈical conÈrol" The

latter samples a larger number of subjects, yet fails to achieve

analytical control of variability whích is the critical prerequisite

to successful generalization.

Purpose and General Design of the Experiment

The experímental design has been briefly presenËed in this section

to facilitaÈe an understanding of the experirnental hypotheses. 'The

research investigaÈed the relationship of individual subjects I running

(cardiovascular) historíes Èo control of hearÈ râÈe. Of parÈicular

interest r,ras a comparison of results between long-distance and non-

runners. The independent variables of feedback (presence vs. absence)
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and type of specific HR instructions (with vs. wiËhout respiration

assist) were manipulated singly and in combínation. A subsidiary

interest was v¡hether each variable al-one was sufficient to induce HR

increases" Two dependenE measures of IIR control were employed: (t) tfre

magnitude of HR change above pre-trial HR and (2) the magnitude of RR

change from pre-trial RR. Subjects were asked to raise HR as high as

Èhey coul-d. The study involved testíng of nine subjects r¿ithin each

runner category (long distance runner vs. non-runner).

I,fithin each runner category the following single subject interaction

design (cf. Hersen and Barlow, 1976, p. 213) was used. In this design,

Phase I assessed whether any variable alone was sufficient to induce

HR increases, while Phase II enabled the assessment of theír interactions

SubjecËs tlL - ll3 received the fol-lowing ÈreaÈment order:

A-B-A-B-Br-B-B-BC-B-Br-B'C-Br, where A = adaption or baseline, B =

specífic heart rate instructions (without respiration-assisË

instructions), Bt = respiration-assist specific HR instructions, and C =

feedback. The order of conditions for subjecËs tn4 - 116 was A-C-A-B-BC-B-

B I -B ' C-B ' -B-B ' -B; and for sub ject,s ll7 - ll9 r¡as A-B'-A-Bt-BtC-B | -B-B'-B-B-

BC-B. The design nay be convenienÈly concepEualízed in tl¡o phases as

presented in Table l" In Phase II, the order effects of each sequence

are counterbalanced; e.g.r B-B|-B appears in Ëhe first, third, and second

positions of Phase II across subjects. Thus, the above Èwo-phase desiin

perrnits an analysis of the individual effects of the various conditions

alone, the interaction effects of. each pairing of conditions, and finally

the effects of order of sequences.
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TABLE 1

A Two Phase Design Illustrating the Independent Variables

Alone (I) and in Interaction (II)

Through Three Counterbalanced Reversals

Subj ec ts Phase I Phase II

I 3

4- 6

A-B-A

A-C-À

A-B I.A

B.BI -B

B.BC-B

Br-BrC-Bl

B-BC-B

Br-BtC-Bt

B-B I -B

Br-BrC-Br

B-B I .B

B-BC-B7 9

A = Baseline or Adaptation

B = Specific HR Instructíons

B'= Respiration assist specific HR Instructions

C = Feedback
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SËatement of the Hypotheses

Phase I

HR Increase Instructions: A-B-A Series: Specific HR insÈructions

alone lvere expecEed to lead to learned HR increases above pre-trial- HR

for both runners and non-runners. This prediction lres based on findings

by Bergman and Johnson (L972), Bl-anchard et al. 0975)r and Colgan

(7977), indícating that instructions raËher than feedback ¡vas Èhe

critical variable responsible for learned HR increases. Runners were

also expected to outperforn their non-running counEerparts based on the

motor skiLls theory and research of Schwartz Q976, L977) and Lang (i975)

as well as Brenerrs (1974> model of cardiovascular conLrol enhancement

through learning to discriminate Èhe activities of the cardiovascular

system.

Feedback Alone; A-C-A Series: Feedback alone should result in sna11

and moderaÈe or large HR increases over pre-trial HR for Runners and Non-

runners respectively, based on findings by Bergman and Johnson (1972)¡

BLanchard et al Q974)¡ Young and Blanchard (L974), Johnston (1976) and

discussíons by Colgan (L977), These studies reported that for Non-

runners, feedback control rüas significantly greater than instructional

conÈroL alone. However, there have been few aËÈempts to examine the

effects of feedback without instrucEions. Several studies did show that

specific HR instructions were sufficíent in the absence of feedback

(Blanchard, Young, Haynes & Scott, L975; Bouchard & Granger, 1980).

Breathing AssisË HR Increase Instructions; A-B'-A Seríes:

Respíration assist, HR increase instructions alone should result in HR

increases above pre-trial HR for both groups but particularly for Runners
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(Brener, 7974i Colgan, L977; ObrisÈ et al., L975i RayÈer L975). The

rationale for Runnersr enhanced perfontrance is based on the fact thaÈ RR

and HR are integrally related in their training and furËher, that such

somaEic mediation has been shor^m to facilitate learned HR control

(Obrist, l{ebb, Sutterer, & Howard, 1970; obrist et al., L975).

Phase II

Breathing Assis t PLus HR Increase Instructions; B-Br-B Series

Respiration assist IIR ínstructions were expecÈed to signíficantly enhance

HR increase performance over specifíc HR instrucÈíons for both Runners

and Non-runners with an even more pronounced effect for Runners. This is

based on observations and discussion by Brener (1974), Golgan (1977),

Obrist et a1. (1975) and Rayter (1975) theÈ the use of somatíc mediation

facilitates.learned HR control. As mentioned previously, Èhis wouLd be

particularly true for runners for whom respiration and HR are integrally

related in daily traíning (Rayter, 1975).

Feedback Plus HR Increase Instructions: B-BC-B Series: Feedback

should enhance HR increase perfo::mance of specific HR instructed Non-

runners (Blanchard et al., I975i Bouchard & Granger, 1977; Colgan, 1977)

but not of Runners since such external feedback apparently inÈerferes

with theír oïrÌr source (inÈernal) of feedback (Rayter, 1975).

Feedback Plus Breathing Assi.st HR Increase Instructions; Br-B'C-Bl

Series: Feedback should enhance HR increase performance under'

respiration assist HR instructions for Non-runners but noÈ for Runners.

The rationale is idenÈical to that of the B-BC-B series.
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METHOD

Sub jects

The subjects were 18 mal-es ranging in age from 25 - 49 yrs. The

mean ages of the Runners (35.5 yrs.) and Non-runners (37.5 yrs.) r+ere

maÈched as closely as possibl-e. Long-distance runners !üere seLected from

demographic information conÈained in appLícatíons to the Manitoba Runners

Association. Potential candidaËes !,rere telephoned and asked to

participate in a paid biofeedback experiment at a 1ocal university.

Following a positive response, candidates were questioned as to the

nurober of years in training as weLl as average weekly distances. A

minimum of 10 yrs. trainíng and 64 krn. per week qualifíed a telephone

candídaÈe for rnaiLing of Rotter's (1966) I-E scale (See Appendix E).

Nine long distance Runners who scored as Internals (Ray t Strupp, 1974)

were chosen,for the study. .Internals were chosen because of Èheir

propensity to do betËer at HR increases (Ray e Strupp, 1974).

PotenËiaL Non-runners were selected frorn respondents to sign-up

sheets placed at the Reh-Fit Centre and Fit Stop Centre requesting

beginninþ runners f.or a paid biofeedback study. The Reh-Fit Centre is a

medical rehabíLitation and fitness sports conpLex and the Fit Stop is a

private heal-th club in the conrmunity. PoÈential candidates were chosen

on the basis of having jusÈ begun a running program and having never been

involved in an ongoing training program before (i.e., no regul"r "*"r"ir"
or physicat activity). They were then mailed Rotterrs I-E scale and níne

Non-runners r¿ho scored as Internals were chosen.

A1-1 subjects ltere free of cardiorespiratory ailments, the use of

drugs, and were instructed Èo refrain from smoking and heavy exercise for

aÈ least I hr. prior to each session. All subjects were paid $15.00 for

Ëhe session.
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ApÞaratus and Haterials

All physiological recording was done on a six channel Grass Model 78

polygraph. Electrocardiograms rrere recorded from disposable

silver/silver chloríde electrodes (3M Conpany; Red DoË Brand) applied to

the subjectsr right arm and left leg (Lead II) with the ground lead being

appliecl with a clip to the subjects' left ear. Subjects saÈ ín a recliner

chair which was located in a sound-attenuated, radio-frequency shiel-ded,

air-conditioned room that contained a one-rùay glass window plus overhead

lighting. the subjectsr chair and feedback apparatus were in a copper

caged enclosure with a door and nere set on Èop of a plywood plaÈform.

The experimenter and the recording apparatus were in the adjoining room

Linked by an intercom and the n'indow. The room was lit by a 15 watt desk

lamp. I{iring passed through the rooms vía matching panels on opposiÈe

sides of the brick ¡¡a11.

the electrocardiogram signal was fed into the polygraphrs

cardíotachometer and then into the polygraphrs HR moniÈor which converted

the signal into HR on a beaË to beat basis. The monitor output was fed

into a specially constructed feedback comparator which deternined whether

the sanple HRwas above or belorv a subjectrs predetermined criterion (for

feedback trials only). Feedback was provided to the subjecÈs for HRs

above criËerion. This feedback criÈerion was deternined during Èhe rest

period prior to each trial by counting heart beats based on R waves as

read off the polygraph. The nunber of heart beats was multiplled by Ëhe

appropriate factor (2.0 for 30 sec rest periods; 2.4 for 25 sec rest

periodsr T.T for 35 sec resÈ periods) so thar a rate in beats per minute

could be established as the criterion. Criterion HR \ras recorded in the

rest periods prior to each feedback Ëria1. Differentía1 visual
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proportional feedback qras provided by a horizontaL lighÈ bar which lit up

as a progressively longer bar in proportion to the magnitude of HR

change. As the bar lengthened to the right it indicaËed progressiveLy

larger HR increases above Ehe feedback criterion" The light imediately

to the left of the feedback bar qras on to indicate a Ëransition from

above to below criÈerion during Èrial periods" IÈ was also designed ro

cone on during resE periods. The feedback bar device was placed on an

oblong table (36c¡o x 91cn) approximately I n. in front of the subject,

and 1.2 m from the floor.

RespiraËion rate and ampliÈude were monitored by a Beckman

thermístor (Serial no. 98-534H) placed inside the subjectrs right

nostril, and recorded on a separaEe channel after being fed inEo a lo¡s

level D.C. Pre-aroplifier and then inÈo a D.C. Driver Amplifíer. Durrny

elecÈrodes for EMG, so thaÈ feedback only subjects (e-c-a; Phase I) did

not kno¡¡ ¡¡hich internal response to control, were aÈtached to the

subjects' forearms usíng disposable silver/silver chloride electrodes'

^å,11 lead nires were from Ingram and Bell and were I.22 m long" All

anplífied signals (reaL only) were recorded on charted Grass pol-ygraph

paper running at a constanÈ speed of 15 mm per second.

Trocedure and Training

Upon entering the lab, alL subjects were greeted and Led to a seat

in the experimental chamber. Then the purposes and functions of the

experinent and electrodes respectively were explained. After application

of the HR, respiration and durnny EMG elecÈrodes, subjects qrere moved to a

reclining chair, read the appropriate instructions and shor^m the feedback

apparaÈus nrhere appropriate Eo the condition (e.B.r A-C-A).
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Each long distance Runner under¡+ent one 2 L/2 ht. session at either

9:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m. or 5:00 p.ro. with their Non-runner counterparts

receiving an identical session at Ëhe identical tine but on another day.

All sessions began r¿ith a 10.5 rnin. adaptation period which also

constituted the first basel-ine treatment of Phase I. Both resting HR and

críterion HR for the first feedback trial were deËermined by eounting R

waves and multiplying by 2.0 during the last 30 secs" of this períod.

Resting RR was also determined during the lasL 30 secs" of this period,

The HR criterion was Èrro b.p.*. above resting HR and consÈítuted the

level above whích the subjects received beat to beat feedback when in a

feedback condition. This level was set on the feedback comparator. A

treatment conbínation (e.B.r B or BtC) consisEed of seven 60 sec. trials

each followed by a rest period averaging 30 sec. in duration. Thus each

series of treatments (".g., B-B'-B) was of 31.5 mins. duration.

In the case of Ëhe adaption or baseline Ereatment (A), subjects were

instructed to relax and become faníliar r.rith the equipment and

surroundings. For the experimental sessions, the lasË 30 sec. pre-triaL

resÈ period constiËuted the pre-feedback period for the succeeding trial-.

In each tríal, a new feedback criterion level was deter¡nined and set

based on the HR reading during this pre-feedback period. Again, tvro

b.p.n. above this criterion served as the new level above which feedback

was given. A sunrm ary of. the experimental design appears in Table f (p.

31). Phase I consisÈed of.7 tríaLs while Phase II consisted of 63

trials, 21 for each reversal condition (..g., B-Bf-B).

The instructions for each treatment were presented via a tape-

recorder whích rras started at the beginning of the adaptation period. At

the completion of Phase I, Èhe polygraph and recorder Þrere stopped after
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which Ëhe experimenter entered the chamber and read the instrucÈíons for

Phase II. AfËer reading the insËructions, the polygraph and recorder

were re-sËarÈed¡ and there fol-lowed a brief re-adaptation period of 5

m]-n.

Following the experíment, and after removal of the elecÈrodes, each

subject was given a posE-experímenLal questíonnaire (paper and pencil) to

determine which strategies or techniques he rnay have used to effect HR

changes. The questionnaire was adapted from Bergman (L972) and appears

in Appendix F.

Abbreviated InsËructions To Al-1 Subjects

4L1 subjects were briefly informed about biofeedback techniques in

general while theír electrodes were being appLied and any questions were

also answered at this tine. Subjects rüere requested to attend to the

tape recorded instructions that requested either HR increases v¡iËh no

movement or breaÈhing changes, or breathing-assist IIR increases but stiLl

r^rith no movements. Dependíng upon the series Èhey were in (n, C, or Br )¡

they were also explained Ehe use and purpose of Èhe feedback lights in

front of Èhem, eiËher prior to Phase I (A-C-A Series) or prior Èo Phase

II (g-¡-e and A-Br-A Series). A11 subjects were told, upon hearing the

words 'rlncrease HRfr: 'rTry Èo raise your HR as high as you can for the

next 60 secs. until you are instructed Èo rResttt'. Upon hearing the

words rrBreathing-essisËed increasetr they were told: 'rYou nay change your

breathing rate or depth to bring about HR increases". A1-1 subjects

received t\,¡o sets of instructions, one preceeding Phase I and the other

preceeding Phase II. 4L1 subjects were also instructed how to contact

the experimenter at eny time, if it was necessary to interrupt the

experiment. (Refer to Appendix D For Detailed Instructions.)
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RESULTS

The daÈa are presenÈed for Phase I and Phase II in a manner that

facilitates comparisons between groups (A = Runners; N = Non-runners) and

across series (i.e., orders). There are four sets of graphs (Figures tr -

4), each with two bar graphs ilLustrating the various reversals (e.g., B-

B'-B) for each of the dependent variabl-es of HRchange (aË the bottom of

each figure) and RR change (aE the top of each figure) respectively.

Each set of graphs illustrates in histograph formaÈ¡ the ¡.rithin-series

effects for aLl subjects. Thus, comparísons can be made between Runners

(lts) and Non-Runners (Nts) and across reversals as rrell as between HR

and RR. For example, Figure I shows the Phase I effects of each of B, C,

and B'alone (".g., A-B-A Series). The bars of Figure 1 represent a

subjectts mean HR or RR change from pre-Èrial HR or RR over seven tría1s

for each of .the Ëreatments alone in Phase I. Figures 2 - 4 which present

data on the interacÈion of variables will be explained during the

discussion of Phase II results. Each of the Ats and N's are numbered and

will heretofore be referred to as NO or AU, for exampl.e, when a specified

subjectrs performance is examined. For the purpose of consisÈency,

small, moderate and large HR increases have been arbitrarily set at 0-3,

4-6, and greater than 6 beats per min.

Phase I. HR and RR Changes

A-B-A Series HR: The left-hand panel of the lower portion of Figure

1 shorss the effects of specific HR instructions alone upon learned HR

increases. As predicted, all of the Ars and Nrs show HR increases above

pre-trial HR demonstrating that specific HR instructions al-one are

sufficíenE to bring about HR increases. Mean increases ranged from one
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Èo nearly six b.p.m. above pre-tria1 HR, with two of three Nrs and one of

three Ars demonstrating IIR increases greater than 3 b.p.rn"

The second hypothesis relative to the A-B-A series was not supported

by the data. Runners !¡ere expected Ëo demonstrate larger HR increases

than Nrs when in fact trro of three Nrs outperformed two Ats. FurËher,

the only N whose performance was low (Nr), had requesËed a baÈhroom break

at the beginning of Phase 1I and had said that he had difficuLÈy

concentraÈíng during the Phase I reversal. Had Nrts perfornance been

greater, results completely opposite to the hypothesis may have been

obtained.

A-B-A Series RR: Ttre left-hand paneL of the upper portion of Figure

1 illusÈraËes RR changes for A's and N's during the A-B-A series where

subjects were instructed not to use their breathing. Examination of RR

changes across subjects indicates sma1l differences between and within

grouPs. The data suggest thaÈ despite instructions all subjects aLtered

their RR somewhat in atlempting to raise HR above pre-Ërial HR" Of noËe,

however, are three subjects, AZ, N, and N, who show both the largest HR

increases and smallest or near smalLesÈ RR changes, Ic appears thaË

these three subjects effect rel-atively large HR increases with only

slight RR increases. In contrast, N2 shows a sLight HR increase but

reLatively i-arge RR increase.

A-C-A Series HR: The effects of I{R feedback alone are shovm in tire

niddle panel of the lower portion of Figure 1. As in the A-B-A series,

Figure I ílLustrates changes in HR frorn pre-trial HR.

During the feedback alone treatments one Runner (Ar) shows large HR

increasesr one shows moderate increases (AU) and the third (44) shows HR

decreases. Thus, Èhe hypothesis that Runners will dernonsÈrate negl-igible
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HR increases ças disconfirmed. In the case of the Non-runners, two show

moderaÈe (NO) to large (nU) Un increases and one (Nr) shows HR decreases

from pre-triaL HR, thus confirming the staÈed hypothesis f.or 2 of 3 Non-

runners. For N5 the hypothesis of moderaEe HR increases is not

confirmed. Thus, for A, the effects of Feedback al-one are inconsis'tent

while for 2 of 3 Nrs, it apears thaL feedback facilitares HR increases.

a,-c-A series RR: The rniddle panel of the upper portion of Figure I

contains RR changes for Ars and N's during the A-C-A or feedback-alone

series where subjects were also instructed not to use their breathing as

an aid. As ¡vith nn changes during C alone, RR changes are highly

variabl-e beËween and within groups. Figure 1 shows thaË only two

subjects (eU, NO) demonstrated large RR increases during períods of

feedback aLone. However, only NO's large RR increase accompanied a

moderaËe HR.increase (5.9 b.p.rn.). O6tr large RR increases accompanied a

2.6 b.p.m. HR íncrease. Subject N6r on Ëhe other hand, sho¡ved a large

HR increase (13.5 b.p.m.) and negligibLe RR changes (l breath/min.)"

Subject A, shows the same relaÈionship; an IIR increase of 17 b.p.m" r¡ith

a RR increase of 0.4 breaths/min. Subjects AO and N, show a direct

relationship beËween HR and RR changes; HR decreases from pre-trial HR

are accompanied by RR decreases from pre-tria1 RR.

A-Bt-A Series HR: The effects of breathing-assist instructions (Bt)

upon HR level attained are shown in the right-hand panel of the 1o¡¿er

portion of Figure 1. As predicted, both Ars and Nrs shor,r HR íncreases

above pre-trial HR. Also as predieted, Ats generally demonsÈrated

greater HR increases over pre-trial HR than Nrs. Actually, Èwo of three

Ars (47, Ag) show larger HR increases than each of the Nrs, while Ëwo of
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three Nrs (w' tlr) show sLightl-y larger HR increases than the remaining

A (A9).

A-Br-A Series RR: The righÈ-hand panel of the upper part of Fígure

I shows RR changes for Afs and N's during Èhe A-B'-A Series (breathing-

assisÈ instructions). In contrast to the B and C alone series, each of

three Afs effected large RR increases in breaEhing upon conrmand. The

larger RR which corresponds to their larger HR increases supports the

hypothesis that A's are better Ëhan N's ín usíng their breathing to

effectively raise HR 1evel above pre-trial HR. However, somewhat

paradoxically, Ëhe largest RR increase (Ar) is also accompanied by the

smallest HR increase even through the RR effecE ís still present.

Phase II HR and RR Changes

The data for Phase II, dealing with interactions between variables,

are presented in Figures 2, 3 and 4. Figures 2 - 4 each illusÈraÈe one

reversal (eg., B-Br-B) in each of the three differenE orders (i.e.t

series) involving 9 Runners (A) and 9 Non-runners (N). Thus, comparisons

are made across orders (series) and between Ars and Nfs, Each subject is

represented by Ëhree bars, one for each of the treatmenÈ conditions of a

Ëhree Èreatment reversal. For example, the first three bars of Figure 2

(botton graph) represent average HR change from pre-triaL HR over seven

trials for HR increase insËructions (¡), breathing-assist instructions

(Bt), and finally, a return to HR increase instructions alone (B)

respectively, aLl for Ar. The subjects are numbered I

and N.

B-Br-B ReversaL HR

to 9 for each of A

t\1Y þ"

6'f lr';ìr
,it.,

Figure 2 ilLustrates HR and RR changes respectively r¡-íng'' '

specific HR increase and breathing-assisË instructions across orders and
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beLween subjects. The bottom half of Figure 2 shows that under

breaÈhing-assíst instructions, all Runners improved HR performance over

at least one of the HR increase instructions alone treatments.

Specifically, all 3 A's for each of the A-B-A and A-Br-A series increase

HR perfo:mance over both pre and post HR íncrease instructions alone

treatments. llowever, the performance of Arr though it improved over both

baselines, is still below pre-triaL HR. As well, A9's performance

íncrease over the pre-treaËment mean is only 0.1 b.p.m. During the A-C-A

series; only A, shows a large HR increase with breathing-assíst

instructions over HR increase alone instructions; AO and AU are

consisLenEly below pre-trial HR throughout the entire series though each

demonstrates slightLy improved performance over one of Ëhe baselines. Of

the N'"r 4 (tl' tt., N7, Nr) attain a higher HR level under Br conditions,

whil"e onl-y one N (N5) evidences a compleËe deterioration in performance;

Èhe remaining 4 N's (N' N2, N4, N9) equal,led or ouÈperformed only one of

the baseline Èreatment condiÈions. Nearly all Ats and most Nts confirmed

the hypothesis thaE breaÈhing-assisE HR increase instructíons rpould

result in hígher HR levels when compared to IIR Level under specific IIR

increase instructions.

Runners were predicÈed Èo demonstrat.e larger HR increases than Non-

runners. From Fígure 2, Runners in Series A-B-A demonstraÈe a more

pronounced breathing-assisÈ effect than their non-running countetptrt",

r¡hile the two groups are more nearly equívalent during Seríes A-Br-4.

Duríng Series A-Bf-4, all 3 Runners improved their performance over boËh

baselines, while Èhis was true for only 2 of 3 Non-runners. However,

during the A-C-A Series both Runners and Non-runners showed difficultíes

increasing HR over criterion upon receíving breathing-assist
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instructions. Only 2 subjects, A, and N6r produced breathing-assist HR

íncreases greater than obtained under HR instructíons alone.

Order effecÈs appear to be presenË as they occur in the B-B|-B

reversal- more often in Series A-B-A than gither of the A-C-A or A-B|-A

Series. That is, the Br effect is most clear vrhen it is introduced in

the first positíon, with ¡ alone havíng occurred during Phase I" Runners

noË only use their breathing to increase HR, but they do so besÈ when

they do not experience HR feedback eiÈher in Phase I or before using

their breathing during a latter parÈ of Phase II.

B-B'-B Reversal RR changes

An examination of the top half of Figure 2 reveals the concomitant

RR changes duríng the B-B'-B reversal and their relaÈionship to HR

changes during the various Ëreatment reversals. Eight of 9 Runners (all

but A, ) show clear RR increases during the breathing-assist instrucÈions
l-

to increase HR reversal, while 7 of. 9 of these Runners show measurable

íncreases ín HR during the same condition when compared to sinply being

insÈructed to increase HR, However, Èhe 2 Runners (44, A6) who could not

effect corresponding HR increases over boLh baselines did show sone

improvement ín performance over at l-east one of the baseLine conditions,

Of notç is that boÈh of these individuals do not raise HR over pre-tríal

HR duríng this reversaL and for one of them (44) RR changes are

neglígible. In other words, one of the Èwo subjects ¡¿ho does not improve

HR increase performance r¡íth breathing-assist instructions also'does not

ímprove his breathing-assist perforrnance. The other subject (AU) aoes

íncrease RR but ¡.¡ith no concomitant improveüent in his HR increase

performance. Fina1.ly, of the above 7 of. 9 Runners whose HR performance

during Br improved over both Bs, 6 show a corresponding increase in RR.
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The one Runner (Ar) whose HR increase performance ís in Èhe predicted

direction but did not show corresPonding RR increases, altered his

breathing by changing Ëhe depÈh rather than Ëhe rate (based on

observation of the polygraph data and verbal report from Ëhe subjecË

himself). These findings indicate that Ars can use their breathing to

effect HR increases upon coumand. Figure 2 also illustrates hor¡ all Nrs,

except Nrr show greaEer RR increases during breathing-assist instructions

as compared to one or boÈh basel-ines, but how only 4 of thern

(NrrWUrNTrNg) demonstrate equivalent or greater HR increases during the

same conditions. Overall, onLy 3 of 9 Nts (N6, N7, N6r) show noderate to

large HR increases corrmensurate with large RR changes, while 7 of 9 Ars

show moderaEe to l-arge HR increases cormensurate with large RR changes

(ttris is true if the large changes in respiratory depth for A, are

cons idered) .,

B-BC-B Reversal HR

Figure 3 illustrates Ëhe effects, on each of HR and RR, of feedback

in addition to specífic HR ínstructions for Runners and Non-runners. As

predicted, most Nts (a11 but N7, Ng) show enhanced HR increases under

condítions of feedback when compared Èo specific HR increase insÈructions

alone. This rfas true for all N's in the A-B-A and A-c-A series, in

particular the latter, but only for 1 of 3 Nrs (N9) in the A-B|-A Seríes.

The 2 Nts (N7, Ng) whose HR changes are not affected by feedback also

show very small to negative HR changes during the baselines as well.

Finally, the fact that Èhose Nrs who perforned best r¡ith feedback had

feedback in Phase I (A-C-A series) parallels the finding thaE those Ars

who performed besÈ with breathing-assist insEructions, had those

particular instructions duríng Phase I.
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Under conditions of feedback, 4 of 9 A's (Ar, 43, Ã4, L7) shor¡ed ímproved

HR increases, Each of these Ars, however, shows below criterion HR

performance in both Ëhe pre-and post-experimental treatments. One of the

Runners (Ar) even shows HR increases during the baseline buË negative

changes during feedback. Only one Runner (Ar) sho¡rs large HR increases

during each condition of the B-BC-B reversal; ín his case perfontrance

under feedback is less than Èhat during the first baseline buÈ greater

than that during the second baseline. Thus, support for the hypothesis

is equivocal.

B-BC-B Reversal RR

The RR changes are shorm in the top half of Figure 3, Even though

RR changes were discouraged via instructions, 8 of 9 Non-runners

(excluding Ng) shor¿ed greater increases in RR during feedback versus non-

feedback conditions. Non-runners do not appear to show a consistent

relationship between HR and RR changes. Seven of 9 Runners (excluding A,

and A") showed greater RR increases during feedback versus non-feedbackt-

conditions r¿íth 2 of the Èhose 7 (Af, A4) showing greater RR increases

during eíther the pre or post feedback conditions, but not both.

Hor¡ever, ín 7 of 9 cases (excluding A, , A7), RR increâses do not occur

simuLtaneously wíth un increases and conversely, small or negligibl-e

increases in HR occur simulEaneously with l-arge increases in RR,

Br-Btc-Br Reversal HR

Figure 4 presents the effects of the Br-BrC-Bf reversal across

orders and between Runners and Non-runners for each of HR and RR changes.

The Br-BtC-Bt reversal was designed to examine the effects of adding

feedback to breathing-assist HR instructions and Èhen removing it. For 5

of 9 Non-runners (t't' tl, N3, N6r N7)r the data confirm the hypoÈhesis
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that feedback enhances HR increases under breathing-assist instrucËions.

Of these 5 only one (Nr) does not raise HR above pre-tríal HRr even

though the HR level belor¡ pre-Èrial HR criterion is decreased. Of Ehe

remaíning four Non-runners whose performance aurirrg BrC does noE improve

over both Bf baselines, 2 Nrs (tl' nr) ímprove over the pre-ÈreaËment

baseLine and continue to do so during the post-treetnent baselinei i.e. t

the data display a positive carryover effect. 0f the final 2 Nrs, only

N, shows a decline in performance that becomes more so ín Ëhe PosÈ-

treaÈmenË baselinei i.e., the data display a negaËive carryover effecÈ.

The rernaining subject (NO) was interrupted during the latEer Part of the

reversal (i.e., second Br) because of a trtingling sensatíontt he fel¡,

which reguired a short break and a new warm-up period. In other words¡ 
,

his performance during Ëhis entire reversal may be unreliable. Thusr the

hypothesis that feedback enhances HR increases under breathing'assist

instructions for Non-runners is generally confirmed.

For Runners, the effects of feedback upon the breathíng-assist

baseLines are more equivocal. Figure 4 illustrates that the performance

of two Runners (46, A7) declines with the introduction of feedback and is

enhanced with its removal. The perfornance of three Runners (A4r 45, Ag)

is enhanced with the inÈroduction of feedback and subsequently reduced

when feedback is removed. The performance of an additional trvo Runners

(Af, A3) shows a decrease in HR increases with the introductíon of

feedback and a further decrease rsith its removal, rePresenting a negative

carryover effect. One Runner (Ar) shows a positive carryover effect;

however, hís performance ¡¡as interrupÈed during the final baseline of the

reversal due to tth.ypervenEilationrt and dízzíness. The experiment was

halted and restarted after a suitable warm-up period. 3ina11y, A9't
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performance during the entire reversal is below criterion HR¡ even though

An shows a very snall ímprovement with feedback.

Br-BtC -Bt Reversal RR

T,lhile the top half of Figure 4 shows that most Runners (7 of 9)

demonstrate increases in RR during BrC over both Brs (4, and A, show

increases over the second Br only), most Nrs (except Nrr where

differences are negaËive or mini¡nal) show decreases in RR from one or

both of the baselines" One speculaËion to account for several Ats (A2r

44,45, A9) smalL to large increases in HR during B'C over Br is that

they use the feedback as an indicator for the success of their joint HR-

RR efforts; i.e., these Runners make greater use of RR. Thus, for some

Runners, while feedback alone is found to interfere rciÈh HR increases,

and breathing-assist instructions are found to facilitate HR increases,

feedback plus breathing-assist instructions conbine to jointly facilítate

HR increases. That is; feedback informs certaín Runners n¡hen their use

of breathing ís helpful and not only when HR change itself occurs. The

Nrs whose use of breathing for increasíng HR is not as critical, show

reduced RR increases because they presumably are using the feedback

itseLf as Èheir measure of success. On Èhe other hand, four Nrs (tl' N6,

N7, Ng) show both positive carryover effects of RR during reÈurn to Bl

treatment (upper portion of Figure 4) and positive ER effects; perhaps.

feedback aLso facilitates the use of breathing raËher than exerting íts

influence singly. This may explain why Ëhese Nrs continue to breathe at

a greaÈer rate in the post treatment baseline, however, except for Ngr

they cannot produce as large HR changes without feedback.
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DISCUSSION

The discussion will focus upon the notion that HR and RR are integrally

related during learned cardiovascul-ar control, and how this is particularly true

for long-distance runners as compared to non-runners. The sErongesÈ and most

consistent HR effects occurred urhen breathing-assist instructions were involved.

In facË, all predictions, with respect to the effects of breathing-assist

instructions, lrere eíther who11y or partly confirmed. Further, Runners generally

evidenced a greater use of their breaÈhing and subsequently larger RR changes

than non-runners. The current study supports the notions of pattern biofeedback

learning (Brener, 1974; Magnusson, 1976; Schwartz, 1974, L976) in the forn of HR

- RR íntegration; the notíon Ëhat feedback/reinforcement generaLly serves Èo

highlight effective vs. in effective HR control strategies (Brener, 1977; Lang¡

I975; Schwartz, 1976); and the notion that the behavioraL adjustments produced by

voluntary control procedures are a joint function of instructionaL and feedback

influences (Brener, L974, L975). Íltrile breathing-assist effects are a finding

noteworthy in and of themselves, their significance serves to further reinforce

the notion Ëhat both feedback and instructions lead to the final patÈern of

responses that an individual learns to regulate (Schwartz, L976). Before

díscussing the Phase II reversal effects and their theoretical inplications, a

brief discussíon of the results of each variable alone (Phase I effects)e where

initial clues to the differenÈial inportance of breathing effects are

demonstrated, wi1L be undertaken.

Phase I Effects

A-B-A Seríes: The first hypothesis, that specific HR ínstructions alone

would lead to learned increases in HR for both Runners and Non-runners

was confirmed. The second, that Runners would outperform Non-runners,
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rfas not confír-med. Taken separately, the success of HR ínstructions

alone supporÈs the earl-ier findings (Berguan & Johnson, 1972; Blanchard

et al., L975; Colgan, L977) that instructions are sufficient for learned

HR increases. However, whil-e instructions may have been sufficienÈ for

learning to increase HR, is it the case thaÈ instrucÈions are necessary

or critical? Can individuals increase HR r^rith just feedback alone?

A-C-A Series: The current resuLts, in partial supporË of the second

hypothesis, seem to indicate Èhat feedback alone can indeed result in

learned HR increases" Most Runners and most Non-runners demonsËrated not

only learned HR increases, several also demonstrated the largest HR

increases during Ëhe A-C-A Seríes Ëhan during either instructions or

breathíng-assíst instructions alone" Perhaps feedback alone is

sufficient for learned HR increases. As wel1, such feedback effecÈs

eppear to meet Èhe methodological requirements of Colgan (1977) 
"

A-Br-A Seríes: The results of breathing-assist HR increase

instructions provide the first indication of differential effects between

Runners and Non-Runners" Not only did these instructions yield nuch

larger RR changes Ehan HR instructions al-one, there were also greater HR

increases for Runners over Non-runners. As predicted, Runners used their

breathing more successfuLLy than Non-runners to bring about Large HR

increases; Non-runners may be unable to bring about such rapid breathing

andfor maíntain it for 60 sec. periods. Long-distance runnersr as the

current study shor¡s, ate very good at obtaining large nagnitude RR

íncreases. And sínce those large magnit,ude RR increases are accompanied

by proportionately similar HR increases in nany subjects, Ite may conclude

that there is a strong link between HR and RR; i.e., HR -RR integration

(Schwartz , 1976). l{e may further conclude that HR and RR are already
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integrated to a greater degree in long-clistance Runners than Non-runners.

This seems especially f.ikeLy in view of their rapid acquisition tirne

(only 7 breathing-assisË increase trials) and the fact that Phase II

resul-ts for breathing assist instructions never really bettered those of

Phase I.

Nor¡ leÈ us consider the Phase I results in Èhe light of the study

(Rayter, 1975) from ¡¡hich the current one vas conceived, a previous study

by the present author. The failure to confirn a Runner vs. Non-runner

difference under HR instrucËions alone is acÈually a confirmation of

speculations from the earlier study (Rayter, L975) about why 'rath1-etes'l

could not effect greaÈer learned HR increases than their 'rnon-aÈhleÈictt

counterparÊs. Rayter (f975) hypoËhesized that aÈhletest previous

difficulties ín raising HR centered around their being asked noË to use

somatic mediation to effect HR changes; i.e., do not move or consciously

alter your breathing paË,tern. He therefore speculated thaË by alLowing

athleËes a freer use of somatic nediation¡ they ¡sould effecÈ HR changes

using mechanisms more akin to their typícal cardiovascular routine. As

such, subjects in the currenË study were inst,ructed to use their

breathing to implenent HR increases andl, as previously díscussedr the

initial hypothesis about Runners outperforning Non-runners in magnitude

of HR change r,rith breathing-assist instructionsr rras confirmed.

RayÊer (f975) also speculated that athletes reLy more upon

proprioceptive or interoceptive vs. external kinds of feedback in order

to obtain and maintain HR control. .Ancl, if this were true, such

interoceptíve feedback may not have been readily available, since the

athletes were asked to focus on exEernal feedback and thus, their

performance may have been correspondingly reduced" In the current studyt
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Runners r^rere able Èo draw upon the interocepEive feedback from

respiratory changes as wel-l as Ëhe HR changes themselves. ThaÈ ís,

available interoceptive feedback couLd be focused on in the absence of

externaL feedback. Since the Phase I effects occurred in a very strorE

Èime span, onl,y 7 trialsl the significant breathing-assisÈ effects likely

arose from previously deveLoped breaÈhing habits of long-distance

runners. The presenË study merely served as a formaÈ for eliciting their

breathing skilLs in Èhe service of cardiovascular control"

Phase I Conclusions

Several imporEant prel-iminary conclusions can be drawn solely on the

basis of the resulÈs of Phase L The first is that individuals can make

explicit use of each of specific and breaÈhing-assist ER instructíons as

weLl as feedback to effect HR increases. The second is that long-

distance runners are beËter abLe than Non-runners to effect HR increases

only when breathing-assist instructíons are used" A third conclusion,

¡shich receíves additional support from Phase II results, is that

individuals díffer pre-experimentall-y in their abílity to control HR.

That is, cerËain individuals have existing paÈterns of integration

between somatic and autonomic functions. Fourth and fina1ly, based on

the differential use of RR, individual-s are dífferentially predisposed

either through training or physío1.ogy to make use of internal versus

external feedback for HR increase tasks.

Phase II Effects

B-Br-B Reversal Across Seríes

The B-B!-B reversal was designed to demonstrate the effects of

adding breaÈhing-assist HR increase instructíons to HR íncrease
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instructions a1one. It was predicted and largely confirmed that both

Runners and Non-runners would inprove wiÈh breathing-assist instructions

added. It was also predicÈed and only partl-y confir¡ned that Runners

would improve even more so Èhan Non-runners. The principal purpose

underlying the B-Br-B reversal was the invesÈigatíon of a potenÈial

cardiac-somatic relationstrip (Obrist, Galosy, Lawler, Gaebeleín, Howard,

& Shanks, 1975) for learned HR increases. In particular, long-distance

runners rùere expected to evídence a cardio-respiratory relaÊionship to a

greater degree than Non-Runners. Though all Runners did not evidence

inproved performance with breathing-assist instructions, all of those Ëhat

díd, showed concomitant increases in respiration raËe (or depth). I^Iith

Non-Runners, on the oËher hand, HR - RR integration $Ias not quite so

well established as evidenced both by fewer subjects and a weaker

relationshíp in those subjects lño did show concomiÈant HR and RR

changes (íncreases). In other r¡ords, Non-runners vrere less able to

effecÈively employ RR changes to effect HR increases.

The most obvious conclusion to be drawn is that breathing-assist HR

insÈructions did noE assist all individuals equalLy; these insÈructions

assisted only those indÍvíduals in whom HR and RR were already

integrated, pre-experinentalLy. This conclusion is not unlike the B-BC-B

reversal finding (to be discussed later) thaÈ feedback assisted those 
.

indivÍduals who could successfully increase HR in Èhe first place.

Schwartz Q974, L976, L977) provides conceptual support for the above

analysis. (ttre reader may consult Àppendix B for a full review of

Schwartzrs theoretical approach.) Schwartz asserted that because

individuals differ in their autonomic specificity and because different

situations may evoke different patEerns of responses (Lacey, 1967), there
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is no cookbook approach as to the kind of feedback and/or ínstructions to

use in order to evoke parÈicular learning straÈegies. Schvrartz (1974)

suggested thaË if through ínstrucEions, individuaLs ¡¡ere allowed cLear

use of somaËic strategies (both exciÈatory and inhibitory), iË r¡ould lead

to larger self-produced HR increases (and decreases) through feedback and

reinforcement. That is, insÈructions can facilitate an indívidualts. use

of particular strategies in order to effect HR changes" Hencer the

central dynamics for change lie in Ehe instructions and subsequenË

strategies raÈher than in the feedback and reinforcement per se; Ëhe

latter only serve to highlight the effective or ineffective straLegies

that the instructions índuce. Thus, the critical question according to

Schwartz becomes, rrllhat conbinations of instructions and contingency

(i.e., feedback) wí1-1 enable the subject Ëo reach, or even exceed his

ef fective range?'r Q974, p. 425 - 426). Schwartz's conclusions are

quite relevanË and appropriaÈe for the current results in as much as

ínsËructíons, particularly breathing-assist, dicEate the straLegy, whiLe

feedback serves to highlight (for A's) the effective use of RRri.e" a

breaÈhing-assist sÈrategy. The criticaLiEy of applyíng the right

combinations of variables for maximum effect underscores the inportance

of using a single-subject design to evaluate improvemenÈs in perforrnence.

One reason ÈhaÈ some Runners may not have shown HR increases without

Èhe use of RR strategies (i.e.¡ specificity, Schwarlz, L974, L975, L976)

may be Ëhe fact that HR is fully or partially integrated with vagal

activity (vagal excitation --HR inhibition (decrease) and vagal

ínhibition -- HR excitation (increase)) r'hich is in turn affected by

somalomotor acÈivity. For example, by instructing an individual to sit

in a quiet, relaxed position and wiËhouE resorting to respiratory or
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muscular movement and by then asking hím Èo raise his HR, he is put in a

state that is clearly not optimal for raising HR. Sitting still in thís

fashion means reduced somatomotor activity and the associated peripheral

somatic feedback. These very notions were suggested in a previous study

by the author (Rayter, L975) to eccounÈ for'athletesrr inability to

outperform their rnon-athletet counterparts. The currenE study, therefore,

incorporated somatomotor adjustments in the forn of RR instructions Èo

test out the above notion. The current study sought to examine RR

effects as an independent variable under the experimenterrs control;

i."., to examine the degree to which RR could be controLLed and

subsequentLy, the degree to which controlling RR could control learned

HR. Thus, by showing HR íncreases under conditions of breathing-assist

instructionsr we are at the same time accounting for at least one reason

that Runners do noÈ evidence s izable HR increases under HR increase

ínstructions alone.

Brener (L974, Ig77) also provides concepÈual supporË for the

B-Br-B reversal findings. He concluded Ëhat HR increase instructíons

lead to a genera] moËor acÈivation of aLL of its (HR's) attendanË

s)rmptoms. Thusr we concluded siniLarl.y thaE breathing-assist HR increase

instructions Lead to a cardiac-somatomotor response unit, the strength of

r¡hich is a function of having previous training in HR - RR integratíon

orr in short, of onets cardiovascuLar hisËory. Brener, attributed such a

general- motoric adjusËment as being specified ín terms of, and regulated

via, the easily discrininable peripheral feedback available fron the

stríate muscles. In other r¡ords¡ the voluntary characteristics of HR are

supported noÈ by feedback of cardiovascular activity per se, but rather

by a feedback consteLlation derived from the behavioral- complexes in
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which HR responses are embedded r¿hich incl-udes feedback from respiratory

resPonses.

Lang (1974) also used the motor skills analogue in devel-oping his

model on the acquisition of hearË rate control. IIe views somatic and

muscle aeÈivity as response sysËems which often covary with the

cardiovascular system and which faciLitate visceral learning in intact

individuaLs, He emphasízed, also, Èhe importance of contínuous

exterocepeive feedback in teaching voluntary control of vasomotor

responses; a training technique similar to that used Èo teach notor

skills. He used techniques which depend on orienÈing subjects to Ëhe

discrimination of visceral changes, providing addiËional afferentation,

and developing instructional sets or strategies. Inoplicit here is not

that cardiovascul-ar control ínvolves a single conditional reflex, but

raËher that it requires an organized sequence of activities, movements

and symbolic informaÈion. He speculated furÈher, that subjects need only

activaÈe somatic behavior already in their repertoire to increase HR, a

notion that is supported by Èhe performance of the Runner's group. Thus,

Ëhere is no new Learning of specific visceral responses, but only a use

of external feedback to confir¡n the appropriateness of recruiting a

somatic-autonomic response unit ¡^rhich includes HR acceleration, This

line of reasoníng, as well as that of Brener, outlined earlier, lends

credence to the current results which suggest that an HR - RR response

unit can be reinforced as one, particularly if it has had extensive

previous training. I{e may reason further, Èhat feedback serves only to

confirm, at least for Ats ín whom HR - RR ínEegraËion occurs sÈrongly,

that breathing-assist is an rappropriater strategy, i.e., feedback

confirms the appropriaËeness of recruiting a somatic-autonomic
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response unit lrhich includes HR acceleretion. This line of reasoning

will be explored further during the discussion of the B'-BrC-Bl

cond ition.

I^thi1e in general there is merit in viewing cardiovascular control as

a motor skill, (see Appendix 3 for critical reviews), it is particuLarLy

relevanÈ for long-dístance runners in whom there exist highly-trained

somatic-autonomic response units. The reasoning behind the current study

and its predecessor (Rayter, 1975> was that such a patÈern of HR - RR

integration already existed in athletes and would thereby facilitate

greaËer cardiovascuLar conÈrol. It appears, in fact, Ëhat breaÈhíng-

assist instructions provide for Runners a cardiovascular controL sÈrategy

that rtrould otherr+ise be unavailable with only specific HR increase

ínstructions. Runners not only showed a greater degree of cardiovascular

conÈrol, but were bet[er at utilizing Èheír breathing Lo do so than their

non-running counterparts. The Non-runners, as we shall see in Ehe

fo1-Lowing section, relied more typically on the exteroceptive feedback of

the feedback lights. Runners, on Ëhe other hand, appear to have been

better suiÈed to rely on the interoceptive or proprioceptive feedback

from weLl-Èrained somatic-auLonomic response units caLLed. into play by

breathing-assist instructions. Of course, this does not discount the

Runners I use of feedback to reinforce appropriaÈe HR increase strat.egies,

incl-uding the use of RR.

B-BC-B Reversal Across Series

The B-BC-B reversal was designed to essess the differenLiaL

effectiveness for Runners and Non-Runners of adding exÈernal feedback to

HR increase instructions alone. It was predicted rhat the B-BC-B

reversal-, or the inËroduction of feedback to specific HR increase
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instructions, woul-d result in improved performance for Non-runners and

poorer performance for Runners. The raÈionale was discussed in terms of

an individualrs use of external (Nts) versus internal /proprioceptive

(A's) feedback as a function of Ëwo variables; which type of feedback was

available and whether or noË the feedback was for specific (e.8. I HR

alone) or integraËed (".g.r HR - RR) functions.

As predicted, most of the Non-runners showed enhanced HR íncreases

under conditions of feedback. Those Non-runners whose HR changes \ùere

noÈ affecEed by feedback also demonstrated very smal1 to negative HR

changes during the baseline periods as well-. I'le concluded that the

potentiaLly enhancing effecÈs of feedback are present only when there is

an HR effect there to start" For Non-runners Èhere was no Pattern or

reLationship beËween RR changes and feedback/no feedback conditions.

hlhile Runners r.rere not expected to show enhanced HR increases under

condiËions of external- feedback, nearly half denonsLrated a sLighE to

moderate (l -3 b.p.n.) increase in HR. However, each of those Runners

demonsÈrated below baseline performance in both the pre- and post-

experimental phases, as well as an increase in RR changes during the

feedback porÈion of che reversal" Thus, it appeared that these

individuals coul-d not increase HR on cornmand or do so without the aid of

a somatíc-autonomic response unit in the form of RR. Rather, these

índividuals, upon receiving feedbàck, were able Ëo use the feedback to

indicate their success in incorporating a somatic-autonomic response unit

in the form of a RR strategy. Or, that as Brener 0974, 1977) has

suggested, the feedback served to Itcalibratetr lhe success of using RR

which ín turn provided additional afferentation in the form of

interna1/proprioceptive feedback about associated somatic-autonomic
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response units. Brener refers to the additional afferentation as a

feedback consËe1laËion"

Ditl feedback enhance ttre HR increase performance of Non-runners and

díd it also detract from or interfere with the same performance in

Runners even though iÈ may have indirectly enhanced the performance of

several Runners? To answer this question, it is necessary to elucidaÈe

the various positions of Brener (1974, 1977) and Lang Q974, L975) as to

the role of feedback (and related instructions) in learned cardiovascular

control.

Brener caue to look at feedback processes by trying to anaLyze the

instructional control of a voluntary act. Brener asserted that while r,'re

rnight accept that compliance with an instruction to execuÈe an act does

not depend upon being abLe to specífy the efferent motor programs for

thaE act; Èhere are discriminable sensory consequences associated with

the occurrence of aLl responses that we classify as voluntary. He

asserted further, thaË onets ability to discriminate a current voluntary

act is assumed to rest upon acÈivation of interoceptive afferenË pathways

by the effecËors involved in the act, Thus, when an individual is

deprived of the above intrinsic (interoceptive/proprioceptive) feedback,

he is also robbed of the illusion that he can volunËarily control

responses of the effector (Laszlo, 1966; as cited in Brener, L974) ' In

Brenerrs model (Lg7Ð, the initiation of such a volunËary act is based on

Jamest (tAlO; as cited in Brener, 1974) notion of response image and its

activation through some external (instructional) stimulus. (¡'or a full

explication of Èhís nodel, refer to Appendíx B.)

Brener also asserted that using exteroceptive feedback to help

identify a desired performance goal should result in sinilar performance
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changes, regardless of whether respiration or HR ínstructions are given"

However, Brener found Èhat exteroceptive feedback for HR performance

greatl-y enhanced the HR control for individuals given HR instrucËions,

but had practically no effect on the HR difference índuced by respiration

insÈructions. Perhaps RR feedback would have produced improvements ín HR

performance. He explained the above finding as follows: because RR

responses are more easily discriminable than HR responses, there was a

conflicc beÈr,reen the instructionally specified behavioral goals and the

exteroceptive feedback for HR responses. Runners in the current study,

on the other hand, found breathing-assist. instructions to enhance HR

increases in the absence of feedback (í.e., during B-B!-B or B vs. Bt

alone). During the feedback and RR reversals (¡'-nta-3')r the Runners¡

performances uniforrnly deteriorated with the addition of feedback while

Ëhe Non-runners performances were enhanced with feedback" How do we

account for what happened here? Brener asserted that feedback can be the

primary description of a desired activíty especialLy in Èhe absence of

well formulaÈed response images associated with a particular set of HR

ínstructions. The currenE view, however, is that sone indivíduals do

possess such well formulated response images, and that they are more

f.ikely activated through breathing-assist instructions than HR

instructíons. Thus, for Runners, RR and IIR feedback are noÈ in confLict

as Brener suggested, but rather in concerÈ through pre-trained sornaticl

autonomic response units. Non-runners, on the other hand, more closely

fit Brenerrs assertion that feedback can indeed be the primary

descríption of the desired activity. During Ëhe feedback phase of the B-

BC-B reversaL, feedback was probabLy the primary description of the

required HR increases since HR response images \.rere not as yet well
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formulated and thus performance was general-ly enhanced during the

feedback portion. Similarly, during the feedback phase of the Br-BrC-Bt

reversal, Non-runnerst performance improved over Ëhe breathing-assist

instructions porÈion because, of the tvro possible response irnages (one

from breathing instruetions, Ëhe other from IIR feedback), the latter

predominant. That is, Non-runners had no cardiovascuLar history in Èhe

use of RR to alter HR; rather, it was the feedback thaÈ served !o enhance

HR increase performance.

Brener (1974) suggested and tested the fo1-lowing notion which was

also supporËed by the current data. If learning to discriminate the

activities of the cadiovascular system were an importanE pre-requisite to

Ëhe conÈrol of such activities, then we míght expect individuals trained

to discriminate cardiovascular states to be beEter at controlling such

sËaËes than individual-s without such training. Specific additional

research support for these notions on discrimination can be seen in the

work of CarroLl and l^Ihellock (1981), Ross and Brener (1981) and l.ftritehead

et al . (L977), each of whom suggesÈed a relationship between HR

percepÈion skílls and HR increase skiLls. The presenÈ author suggested

that híghly-Èrained long-distance runners are very good noÈ only at

discriminaÈing cardiovascular states such as directíona1 changes in HR,

but the associated intrinsic feedback from such states as welL. In fact,

Jones and HoLlandsr¿orth (1981) reported that male disÈance runn"t" r"rà

significantly more accurate HR discriminators at rest than tennis players

or sedent,ary individuals" They related their results Ëo Brenerrs (1974,

I977) ideomotor theory of visceral learníng based on awareness of

interoceptive feedback. A1so, in a previous study, Hollandsworth (I979)

asserted ÈhaÈ individuals who regularly engage in aerobic exercise
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develop sensitíve awareness to physiological funcÈioning which they use

to regulate Èheir efforts during competition. Further, KaËkin et al.
(1982) confirned l,Ihitehead eË al.'s (rg77) observation that mosË

individuals are unable Èo discriminate Ëheir own heartbeats without

training buË thaÈ they can learn such a discrininatíon" rndeed,

cardiovascular history plays a critical role in learned HR increases.

More specifically, Runners have learned t.o discíminate cardiovascular

sÈates through intrinsic cardiovascular feedback from associaLed somatic-

autonomic response uníts such as the RR - HR unit. I^Ihen they do use

exEernaL feedback, it is Èo calibraËe and indicaÈe their success aË using

available proprioceptive feedback.

Brenerrs noÈions of discrimination and calibration are not unlike

the earl-ier predictíons that individuals wittr higtrer levels of internal

autonomic awareness (MandLer et al.'s APQ, 1958) would be betËer abLe to

condition or control their HRrs. unfortunately, the data from these

studies have been scânty and equivocal (see introductory secËion on

rndividuaL Differences). However, McFarland's (i975) attempr to

determine the relationshíp betrveen autonomic a\üareness and HR control

produced more definite results. Using a more direct measure of cardiac

awareness than an individualrs opinion on a questíonnairie (a HR tracking

test, HAP Ëest), he reported a significant positive correlation between

hís measure of cardiac awareness and degree of learned HR increases. ite

concluded that indíviduals wíth a more correcÈ percepËion of their heart

activity are also best able to control thaÈ activity using their

"superior inEernaL cardiac feedbackrt, and therefore can tnore accurateLy

determíne what r+iLl produce the desired HR changes. would our long-

disËance Runners be high HAP individuals? The above mentioned studies on
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HR díscrirnination/perception corroborate Runners possessing "superior

internal cardiac feedback". Future endeavors r¡ith Runners could directly

assess the naÈure of the relationship, if any, beEween long-dístance

training, HAP scores, and control of HR.

Lang (L975) suggested that under certain conditions, an individual

need onl.y activate sonatic behaviors already in his reperÈoire Èo

increase HR. Thus, there is no new learning of visceral- responses, but

only a use of feedback to confirm the appropriateness of recruiting a

somatic-autonomic response unit which includes HR acceleration. This in

facË was suggested in Ëhe current sÈudy. Those runners whose performance

r¿as enhanced during feedback Èrials, used the feedback to confirm Ëhe

appropriateness of having recruited a sornatic-autononoic response unit;

i"e., an HR - RR response unit. For a furËher analysis of the role of

feedback in Lang's (1975) ¡loae1, the interested reader may consulË

Appendix B,

0f anecdoËa1 importance ís that upon post-experimentaL quesÈioning,

virtuaLLy every Runner staÈed that feedback interfered with his attempts

Eo increase HR; that in generaL, it was disÈracting. Many, in fact,

claímed to have cl-osed their eyes during parts of the feedback sessions.

Br-BtC-Br Reversal Across Series

The results of the BtBtC-Bt reversal are perhaps the most intriguing

in that they íncorporate Ëhe central dynamics of the three proposed

models (Brener, Lang and SchwarEz) and because the results ilLusÈraËe how

the use and role of feedback and instructions differ accordíng Èo an

individualrs cardíovascular history. rn Lhis reversal, feedack and

instrucÈions exert their efffecÈs in combination Ehough not always in a

synergisEíc fashion, The inplications of the current results for Èhe
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various models rsill be examined briefly.

It was predícted that the effects of feedback upon breathing-assíst

instructions ¡¿oul-d paraL1"e1 those of adding feedback to specific HR

instructions only; i."., enhance HR increases for Non-runners but not for

Runners" However, since HR increases were enhanced for severaL Runners

and not enhanced for several Non-runners during the B-BC-B reversal, it

Lras not surprising to see a similar trend in the current (Bt-Btc-Bt)

reversal" For Non-runners the hypothesis !¡as generally confirmed; Ëhe

addition of feedback to breathing-assist instructions enhanced their HR

increase performance. As weIl, all but one of the Non-runners showed a

decrease in RR from one or both baselines, the inplication being that

they did not use breathing increases to effect HR increases once feedback

rvas avaiLable. It is also suggested that for Non-runners, the externaL

feedback highlights Èhe effective use of HR increase sÈrategies which did

not include the use of RR. This is not unlikely since very few Non-

runners consistently or effectively ernployed breathing rate to effect HR

increases. Such reasoning is still consistent with Èhe vier+rs of Schwartz

(rg74, rg77) and Brener (1974, 7977) in rhar feedback may be used ro

indicate the appropriaËeness of recruiting a somatic-auÈonomic response

unit, even though in this case RR is not included.

For Runners, on the other hand, the effects of feedback upon the

breathing-assisË baseline were Eo highlíght the effective HR increase

strategies ¡phich díd include the recruitment of an integrated rrnit

consisting of HR and RR. The performance of Ëhe Runners was quite varied

upon introducing feedback; fíve of the Runners improved with feedback and

three did not improve. To interpret such results it is necessary to

examine the HR and RR data together at least for those Runners whose
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performance improved wiËh feedback. Upon examíning RR changes from one

or both baselines, rrre can see that, four of these five Runners sho¡ved

increases in RR during BrC over Br. Thus, rrhíle feedback alone was found

to interfere with Èhe HR increases and breathing-assist instructions

alone were found to faciLitate HR increases, feedback plus breathing-

assist instructions facilitared Ëhe effects upon HR increases of

breathing-assist instrucÈions. ThaÈ ís, the feedback informed the

Runners when their use of breathing was helpful (if, in facE, it was

heLpfuL) and noË only when HR change itself had occurred. The Non-

runners whose use of breathing for increasing HR was not as critical,

showed reduced RR increases because they sTere using the external feedback

(or some other internaL feedback) itself as their measure of success.

For some of the Runners, the externaL feedback likely served to

calibrate the internaL/proprioceptive feedback from-Ehe HR - RR (sonaËic-

autonomic) response unit. I{hy then was this noE the case for all Runners

during the B'-Btc-Br reversal? or, why did the externar feedback for

some of the Runners not indicate the success of their efforts? At Èhis

pointr we can only speculate as to the occurrence of pattern Learning and

some form of pattern biofeedback. As Schwartz (1972) reported, feedback

for íntegratíng BP and HR (in this case HR -RR) produced somer,¡hat larger

effects and more rapid learning than feedback for either síngle function

alone. Perhaps for some Runners the HR - RR unit was quite strong and

feedback only served to reinforce it; or, perhaps there was minimal

inEegration and feedback enhanced, as it did for Non-runners the HR

increase strategies on1y. At thís point, we do noÈ know the specific

effects of external feedback upon the mechanisms of IIR íncrease

performance in long-distance Runners.
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Order Effects

Order effects refer to performance differences as a function of the

order of presentation of a particular reversal; for example, receiving

the B-BC-B reversaL first (A-c-A Series), second (e-s-e Series) or third
(A-g'-A Series). Order effects also refer to perfonnance differences in

Phase II as a function of which series an individual experienced during

Phase I. It is noteworthy that several order effects coincide with the

presenÈ hypotheses and r¡ith current theoretical modeLs.

B-B ' -B

Runners demonsÈrated their largest B-Bt-B effects during the

A-B-A series as compared to either of the remaining two (A-C-A,

A-Br-A) series. In this A-B-A series, Runners not only experienced the

B-Br-B reversal firsÈ, they also underwent B alone in the irmedíately

preceding Phase I. Two inplications follow fron thís3 on the one hand,

the Runners practised increasing HR in Phase I and thus already had in

reperEoire what was required irrmediately thereafÈer in phase II.
Alternately, or as r¿ell, the Runners did not have to deal with oÈher

proceduraL requirements such as feedback (A-C-A Series) or breathing-

assist instructions (a-st-A Series) before simpLe HR increase

instructions (A-B-A series). rt is suggesÈed that Runners may perform

best upon first practicing with instructional demands (".g", increase HR)

and then upon adding instructions that include a RR component.

Non-runners also shor¡ed an order effect during the B-Bf-B'reversal.

Their best B'performance occurred in the A-B!-A Series; with Bt alone in

Phase I and a reversal involving feedback (B'-B'C-B') ir¡mediately

preceding the reversal in question. That i", such an effect occurred

after the Non-runners recentLy experienced the opportuniÈy to
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receive feedback for HR performance following breathing-assist

instructions. Having been thus ttprimedtt, trrehearsed", or reinforced the

Non-runners subsequently demonstrated theír best performance. such

differential preference for order of presentaÈion between Non-runners and

Runners further subsËantiates the reLevant hypotheses as to the

differences in means and degree of effecting learned cardiovascular

control. Non-runners effecÈ such control through experience with

external feedback ¡¡hile Runners do so through experience with the use of

respiratíon rate which, in turn, provides internaL/proprioceptive

feedback. The assertion that Runners use internaL feedback from HR-RR

response units does not precl-ude Ëhe use of external feedback to

reinforce the appropriate recruiÈment of RR strategies for HR increases.

B.BC-B

During Èhe B-BC-B reversal, both Runners and Non-runners

demonstrated larger HR increase effects upon receiving feedback during

the A-B-A Series than the remaining two series, though for Non-runners,

Ëhe A-C-A Seri.es effects vlere nearly as good. Such order effects refl-ect

for Runners the opportunity to have had additionaL experience vrith HR

increase instructíons through B al.one in Phase I, and both HR increase

and breathing-assist HR increase instructions in the B-Bt-B reversal

inrmediately prior to the B-BC-B reversal in question. The order effecËs

for Non-runners reflect theír first opportunity to receive feedback for

HR increase efforts, particularly after having been unsuccessful wíth

breathing-assist insËructions in the preceding B-B'-B reversal. In fact,

upon receiving feedback in this B-BC-B reversal (i.e., A-B-4, series), the

Non-runners demonstraÈed one of their largest and most consistent gains

in HR increase performance during any reversal. once again, iÈ appears
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that the order effects are consistent r,rith the Line of reasoning and

theory development Èhat reflecËs strategy differences betv¡een Runners and

Non-runners in effecting cardiovascular control; the use of RR for

Runners and the use of feedback for Non-runners.

Br-BrC-Bl

During Ëhe Bt-BtC-Bt reversal, Non-runners shorred Ëheir largest

breathing-assist HR increase effects upon receiving feedback during Èhe

A-Br-A and A-B-A Series. It is difficult Ëo determine for which of Ëhese

series there are the largest breathing-assist HR increase effects because

mosE subjects in the A-Bf-A Series did noE return to Èhe Br baseLine

after Èhe feedback was removed, though the BrC effects are nearly

equivalenÈ to those in the A-B-A Series. Because of this problem, ít is

sirailarly dífficult to attribute the large BrC effecÈs to eíther Non-

runners havíng received feedback at the earliest opporÈuniËy (A-Br-A

Series) or to having received feedback for tr+o consecutive reversals

after receiving none in the first (A-B-A Series). There lrere no order

effects for Runners in the Br-BrC-Br condition.

Phase I - II Order Effects

Of note are two order related findings on the relationship between

Phases I and II. Those Non-runners who performed best wich feedback

duríng the B-BC-B reversal, also received feedback alone in Phase I and

those Runners who performed best with breathing-assist HR increase

instructions during the B-Br-B reversal also experienced B alone in Phase

L There are two inplications of such results: Firstly, that the

effecEs of cardiovascular control strategies are enhanced by cumulative

learning; and secondly, that Ëhere may be optimal sequences for Èhe

administration of each of instructions and feedback. In other words, the
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effects of breathing-assísË instructíons, for example, are sÈrongest when

Runners first experience specifíc HR instructions without inEerference

from feedback or other instructional sÈrategies (..g., breathing-assist

HR instructions). Thus, individual differences in cardiovascular history

such as being a long disÈance runner, and their associated somatíc

consËraints (such as respiration), deÈermine the degree and ordering of

each variable so as to ¡oaximize optimum performance. Further, it seems

more evident than ever, that feedback and instructional strategies

combine to bri.ng about Ëhe largest HR increase effects, which is in

accordance with the motor skil1s learning posiÈions of Schwartz (1974,

7976) and Brenet (L974, 1975, 1977).

Inplications of a Sinsle-Subiect Desien For Biofeedback Research

One of the reasons (See pp 24 - 26) given in support of single

subject designs ¡¡as that individual effects are masked by group ueans, or

that Ëhe variability between subjects can be large enough to hide large

individual effects. Such variabiLity r¿as in fact evident and only

through the single subject design were !¡e abl-e to drarv atËention Èo

parEicularly large effecÈs. For example, the two most successful

individuals in terms of the use of breathing and feedback effects were

the individual.s, A, and NU respectively. AnoËher reason for using a

single subject design is sholrn by an earlier conclusion that feedback for

Non-runners enhances performance only if there is a HR effect there in'

the begínning. lhis conclusion led to examining individual Runnerrs

performances and the finding that, for several Runners, feedback

indicates the successful use of RR raËher than the successful use of HR

strategies alone. A, relaËed finding was that for other Runners, feedback

did not help when there were no initiaL HR effects at the sÈarÈ, and no
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associated use of RR. The advanÈage of a single case desígn ís that

interreLationships between two variables are able to be exÈracted via
indíviduaL data, thereby insuring that inporËant conclusions about the

associated models of cardiovascular control- would noL be overlooked.

An additional advantage of the single subjecÈ approach is Ëhe

opporÈunity for observing clinically vs. sÈaÈistically significanË

effects such as ís found in the large magnitude effects of particular

indivíduals. For exampler A, demonstrates large ( lO b.p.E.) and very

large ( ZO b.P.n.) HR changes during the B and B' triaLs respectively,

of the B-Br-B reversal. As well, this same índívidual sho¡ss increases of

approximateLy 17 b.p.rn. and 23 b.p.m. during Ëhe B'and B'c trials
respectively, of the Br-Btc-Bt reversal. The post-hoc questíonaire

reveals this Runner to be both highly motivated (see Kleinnan, 19g1, on

the importance of motivation ín biofeedback tasks) r^'ittr respecg Èo

bel-ieving in bodily seLf-control and a very highly trained and

disciplined Runner. This Runner not onLy ran nore than 64 krn. per week,

but he was also trained in the practice of meditaËion techniques. Such

an effect is certainly ]-arge enough to be considered of clinical
signíficance based on earlier (Bl-anchard & young, rg73) and recent

(Williarnson & Blanchard, 1979a) revie¡^rs. A final advanËage is that the

singl-e subject perspective also permits e more precise anaLysis of

combination and order effects (sidnan, 1960; p25Ð as opposed to

averaging over counterbalanced orders. In fact the current design does

pernít the examination of interaction and order effects for instructional

and feedback ínfluences.

At this point, it is necessary to Èa1k about the degree of

reversabilíty establishedi i.e.r is it possibl-e Èo demonstrate
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reversabiliÈy and hence experimental control over our independent

varíables. For example, it is evident that the subjectsr post-treatment

baselines show considerable variability from their pre-Ereatment

baselines. One explanation for such reduced reversability is a positive

or negative carryover effect in Ëhe absence of the treatmenË variable.

For exampLe, when subjects return to specific HR increase instructions

after just having used their breathing to effecË HR changes, some of them

continued to use Élt"it breathing and thus experienced an increase over

pre-treatment baseline. sinilarly, some subjects seemed to show a

negative carryover effect after Èhe removal- of feedback; i.e., HR

performance was reduced below basel,ine treatnent. However, a reEurn to

Pre-ËreatmenÈ baseline roay have occurred over a longer period of tine. A

second explanaÈion is ÈhaË due to the differential sequencing of a

particular treatment (i.e., order effects), post-treaÈment baseline

levels may vary depending on r¿hether a Èreatment is experienced once or

twice before, and alone vs. in combination with other treaÈment

variables. For example, subjects who experienced the B-Bt-B reversal in

the second and third orders had access Eo more vs. l-ess feedback and

greater vs. fewer HR increase trials r¡ith and without breathing assist.

Thus, all subjects in a particul-ar reversal were not ret.urning to

baseline from the same poinË in cumuLative training.

The phenomenon of reversability would nore likely be demonst,rated if
all índividuals experienced a series of three B-Bt-B reversals and no

Phase I effects; in effect, Ëwo replications of the one B-Bt-B reversal.

Not only would reversability more 1-ikely manifest itself, but any

cumulative learning could be calculated as a proportion of performance on

subsequent over earlier reversals.
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Considerations For Fu ture Research on the Role of Feedback and

Ins tructions

Several alternaËe reversaLs need to be systematically explored to

determíne the relative roLes of each of feedback and instrucÈions. For

example, what would be the differenÈial effecÈs on Runners and Non-

runners of RR feedback for each of breathing-assisted HR increase

insËructions, HR increase only or RR increase onLy instructions. Does RR

feedback enhance cardiovascular control because of HR - RR integratíon,

particularly under RR instructions? Does RR feedback for Runners serve

to highlighÈ the effective use of an RR strategy as schwartz has

suggested? Further, does RR feedback serve to cal-ibrate Èhe HR response

through its association with the related proprioceptive feedback as in

,Brenerrs model? Evidence in support of such a calibration model has been

found by l{íIliamson and Blanchard (Lg7gC). Fina1ly, is RR feedback as

helpful to Runners as HR feedback is to Non-Runners? As schwartz (1974)

has sËated, the extent to whích t¡^ro or more responses need to be

behaviorally integraÈed in order for pattern Learning to occur naÈurally,

is not yet known nor does current Ëheory explain how specificity of
learning occurs from partially íntegrated systems. He suggested, and the

current study supported the ídea, that the pattern biofeedback approach

offers a framework in which to determine the relative import.ance of
feedback and instructions in producing the kinds of patterns that 

"r"rg"
both in basic and applied research setÈings. one thing is certain: r,T?re

símple assumption that by using an operant procedure, the learning wilL
be specific is no longer justifiabLeil (Schrsartz, L974; p. 437). The

exact nature of the biofeedback (for single or paËEern responses) and the

specific instructions used both contribute to Èhe final paÈtern of
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responses that the indivídual will learn to regulate. Depending upon the

specific nature of the instructions, biocognitíve sÈrategies may vary as

we presumably saw when RR instructions were added to HR increase

instructions onl-y.

shapiro (Ig77) has aLso conrmented upon the interaction between

feedback and instructions in cardiovascular seLf-control. ,ton the face

of it, Ëhere is no reason to believe Èhat any one unique effect achieved

¡¿ittr biofeedback can not also be brought about through verbal

insÈructions or vice versa. Feedback meÈhods may work better and faster
in some cases, and instructions may be better and faster in others.
cLearly, some form of feedback is essential for rearning, and

exÈernalized feedback displays facilitate the process', (Shapíro, 1977¡ p.
218)' rn Èhe current study boËh variabLes r4'ere seen to contribuÈe to the

final resPonse, aLÈhough the effects of instructions were more easily
discernable, since their impact qras seen acting aLone. Feedback, on the

other hand, exerted íts effect, for example, with most of Ëhe Non-runners
(14 of 18) when they were given instructions (wittr or without breathing)
to raise HR' That indivíduals, in partícular long-distance runners, can

produce cardiovascular increases wiÈhout feedback supports earlier
research (Bergnan & Johnson, rgTz; Branchard et al., 1975; colgan, rg77)

showíng the criticaLity of instructions. rt appears that the relative
importance of feedback and instructions ís now also a funcÈion of an

indívidual's cardiovascular history.

To the list of factors affecting individual differences in rearned

cardiovascular óontrol skillsr !¡e can now add cardiovascular history in
the form of exÈensive training in long-dísEance running. And, while the

findings were not the same for every subject, the results generarly
support the notion that such Runners' cardiovascular history makes Èhem
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Particularly amenable to the successful use of breathing-assisÈ IIR

íncrease instructions. Cardiovascular history, or degree of íntegration

and patterning as Schwartz identifies it, is really a consteLlation of

psychophys iological/b iocognit ive variab les for whích b io feedback

researchers need appropriate l-abe1ling and definition" To this effect,

future endeavors need to focus on the construction of a more sensitive

screening procedure for discriminating ttgoodtt and tpoort controllers
(Lyon, Bl-ankstein & DarËe, 1976)" Especially critical is some measure,

preferabLy psychophysiological or of a motor skiLls nature, that

deÈermines the degree of integration between HR and other variables and

that can be reinforced or instructed. In other ¡vords, we require a more

direct measure of an individualrs cardiovascular history as it relates to
learned cardiovascular control, and particularly to the successful use of
breathing-assist HR increase instructions. I.Ie requíre sornething Like

McFarLand's (1975) Hep test which provides a direct measure of cardiac

ahrareness by testing an individual's response Ëo a HR Lracking test.

TesËing Runners r.rittr ttr'e IIAP test night prove a useful beginning.

rn conclusion, it woul-d appear that cerËain forms of exercise (e.g.r

running) are reLated to HR - RR inËegration and that furËher screening

procedures aLong the Lines of different exercise/traíning prograrns night

he1-p differentiate ¡¿hich individuaLs prefer which types of instructions

and feedback. For example, underwater divers, gymnasts and balLet

dancers a1 1 rely on being able to carry out and respond to fine, ttpotor

ski11s" and proprioceptive feedback, as well as to mainËain careful

control over breathing. Optinal instructíonal and feedback procedures

might be constructed on the basis of these considerations r¡ith careful

attention paid to monitoring and adaptation of programs for each specífic

individual.
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The Mediation Issue

In addition to the Experimental parameÈers of cardiovascular control

such as kind of feedback and instructional set, there are a number of

Mediational parameters or variables that contribute to learned

cardiovascular control. Whereas mediational contaminants were initially

vier¡ed as a form of ttnoisett or as a disclaimer to operant control of the

NS, they are currently viewed as facilitative of, and/or contributory

tor such learning. In this regard McCanne and Sandrnan (1976) have urged

investigators who are concerned with Èhe events that mediate operant HR

changes, to attend to the individual differences thaÈ exist and to use

such differences in theorizing about possible nediating mechanisms. A

revier¡ of some of the theoretical, methodological, and practical aspects

of the mediation issue follows

Theoretical and Methodological Issues

Prior to 1960 investigators interested in the ANS had generall-y

concluded that ANS functioning vras modifiable by classical, but not by

operant, conditioning techniques. This conclusion resEed on the

assumption that the ANS did not interact directly with the environment

and hence, was not subjecÈ to environmental manipulaÈion. Further, Al,lS

funcÈions were seen as involuntary and therefore as not interacting with

the peripheral or central nervous systems. As such, Èhe conditioning of

Al{s responses could not be accounted for by specific physiol"ogical or

psychologicaL nediating processes; i.e., skeletal muscle ectivity or

inplicit verbal acÈivity, respectiveLy. The failure of a number of

experiments Èo condition GSR or peripheral vasoconstriction using operant

techniques, led KinbLe (tg0t) to conclude that I'for autonomically
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mediated behavior, the evidence points unequivocally to the conclusion

that such responses can be nodifíed by classical but not instrument.al-

meanstt ( p. 100 ) .

Since that tirne, successful operant conditioning has been reported

for a wide variety of AI.IS responses including HR, salivation, GSR,

peripheral vasconsÈriction and dil-afion, sytolic and diastolic

intesÈinal contractions, and urine production (See Katkin and Mur-

1968; Kimmel, 1967; Miller, 1969, for revie¡¿s). This increase in rhe

number of reports of successful operanÈ modification of Al{S responses

prompted Katkin & Murray to produce a critical review of the literature

that had accumulated between 196I and 1967. Mccanne and sandman (L976)

anplified and extended this review up to 1976. rt was the latterrs

contention that much of Èhe inquiry into possible mediators of operant HR

change had been overly sinplistic and did not generate the data necessary

to build a modeL of Aì{s functioning during operant HR conditioning.

In their review of the earlier human sËudies, Katkin .rd ú.rtr"y

(1968) reported respiration artifacts (Shearn, 196Ð, high posirive

correLaÈions between subjectst reports of their voluntary actions and HR

changes (Engel & chism, 1067b; Engel & Hansen, 1966), and cardiac control

mediated by learned changes in muscle tension (Brener & Hothersall, 1966,

1967; Frasier, 1966; Hnatio¡+ & Lang, 1965 ). several studies ç^¡ere also

criticized on Ëhe basis of involving potential classical conditioning

paradigns (Brener & Hothersall, 1966, 1967; Frasier, 1966; Hnariow &

Lang, 1967).

Katkin and Murray (fg6A) also reviewed a series of animal studies by

MilLer and his colleagues in which Èhe drug curare was used in an attempt

to experimenËally control for the above sources of mediation. Curare is
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a drug that paraLyzes all peripheral nervous system activity (ltilLer,

1969) Èhereby allowing concl-usions as to the independence of learned HR

controL from any of the above mediators. Katkin and Murray found this

seríes of studíesttthe only true evidence of instrumentaL condiÈioning of

AI.IS responses independenÈ of possible mediators't (p.65 ). It was also

felt that the curare studies supported other studies in which a

particular visceral response (eg. GSR, RR) could be conditioned without

interference from, or aid of ot.her visceral responses (nirk, Crider,

Shapiro & Tursky, 1966; Crider, Schwartz & Shnidman, 7967; Gavalas, 1967;

Shapiro, Crider & Tursky, 7964; Snyder & Noble, f96S). However, Mill_er

and D¡vorkí¡ (lgl4) reporred major difficulries in replicating their

curare work with rats, leaving some questions about the effect that

curare exerÈs on Al{S responding and about rshether HR changes can be

conditioned in artificially respirated animals. Further, because

instrumental conditioning of the AI,IS was demonstrated in curarized

animals only, Katkin and Murray (1968), along with Black (Ig66;,

concluded: Although theoretically, autonomic conditioning is possible,

practicaLly, one must distinguish between conditioning and controlling

the ANS where controlling connotes potential mediation.

Respiration Rate Effects and Their Control

The mediational variable that has received the most att.ention,

perhaps because the effects have been most easily shown has been

respiracion. rt has been thoroughly demonstrated that changes in

pressure exerted on the pressoreceptors in the lungs produce refLex

tachycardía (HR speeding) and bradycardia (Hn slowing) in borh animals

and humans (¡leil & Heymans , 1962).
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From as early as shearn's (1962) first report of detectable

respiraÈory changes, respiratory mediat.ion of HR changes has been

considered possible by virtually every ínvestigator dealing with operant

HR control. The problem of assessing RR effects upon ER has been dealt

with in various ways (BLanchard & Young, L973¡ I,Iilliamson & BLanchard,

L979a) ranging from simply nonitoring respiration to sÈatisticalLy

controlling for effects. For example, Brener and his colleagues (Brener

& Hothersal-1r 1966, 1967; Brener et al, 1969) reported that conditioned

operant HR acceleration generally has been accompanied by faster and more

erratic respiratory cycLes than has conditioned operant HR deceleration.

However, Brener and Hothersall (r900) noted that operant conditioning

produced sinilar HR changes in all subjects, whereas respiratory changes

were dissinilar between subjects and were highly idiosyncratic. They

concluded that it was unlikely that the dissimilar changes in respiration

could have mediated the similar HR changes noted. However, simpLy

monitoring RR changes ís a relativeLy ineffectual, correlation"r, means

of studying HR control effects.

A second approach, although also relatively ineffectual, was to

instruct subjects noÈ to change their breathing pattern from normal

(BLanchard & Young, 7972; Engel & chism, lg67b; Engel & Hansen, 1966i

Ginsberg, r972; Levene et al., l968). rts ineffectiveness became

apparent in Èhe Levene et aL. study where in spife of being told not to

alter breathingr some subjects did so without awareness. Levene et al.,
therefore, used what might be considered a third approach to dealing with

concormuitanÈ respiratory responses: the subject was instructed to pace

his baseline respiration rate with something like a meËronone or rhyËhmic

puff of air. Levene et al. (1968) paced tr¡o of their five subjecËs Èo
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fast and slow breathing and reported no significant changes in HR.

However, Brener and Hothersal-1 (1967 ) demonsErated that subjects ¡^rho had

been trained to maintain their respiratory frequency aL a constant rate

could stilL significantly alter HR during training. Successful cardiac

changes using the pacing technique were reported by Engel & chisur

(1967a), sroufe (1969), srern and Anschet (1968) and rhenis (1970).

Sroufe, however, poinÈed ouÈ that the ability to control HR deteriorated

when conÈro1 over another variable such as respiratíon was requíred.

It has been demonstrated Ëhat changes in respiratory depth affect

boEh HR Level (Engel & chism, 1967; srern & AnscheL, 1968) and HR

variability (Engel & chisrn, 1967b); deep breathing resulted in faster

more variable HR while shallow breathing had the opposite effect. Stern

and Anschel (f968) added that the acceleratory component of HR v¡as

related to depth of inspiration, whereas the deceleratory component was

related mostly to decreased breathing rate; an interacEion betr¡een

respiration (i.e., depth and rate) and direction of change was suggested.

On the other hand, Headrick (lg7l) noted a lack of correlation between

changes in respiratory depth and operant HR change and ll'ells (rg73) found

that Èhe magnitude of operant HR changes v¡as not accounted for by the

magnitude of changes in respiratory depth. I^Iells aLso sugges¡ed that

changes in respiratory depth may have been a necessary but not sufficient

condition for changes in operant HR.

The fourth approach to potential respiratory mediation has been to

monitor, anaLyze, and control statistically, through covariance analyses,

any systematic variation in respiration. Thís procedure has been used by

Finley (r97L), Headrick er aL. (197l), Hnatior¿ and Lang (1965), and Lang

et al. (1967), none of whom found a direct significant relationship
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beÈween HR and respiratory changes. McCanne and Sandman (tgl0) concluded

that the current status of the research aLlows us only to suggest that

respiratory changes may produce changes in operanE HR under certain

conditions, and that the precise relationship of respiration to operant

HR is yet to be determined. For example, Sroufe (1971) demonstrated that

"respiration can be expLicity utilized to conËrol heart rate" (p. 654),

by providing subjects r^'ith respiratory feedback. However, he also

concluded that frthe fact that cardiac control is possible with

respiration experimentally controlled merely suggests that subjects can

controL heart raÈe independent of respiraEion, not thaL respiration is of

minor importance" (sroufe, 1977; p.654). This is very similar to Katkin

and Murrayts (1968) comment that. one must distinguish betrveen

conditioning and controlling heart rate.

Sonat ic-Muscular Mediat ion

Many investigators have questioned rzhether operanÈ modification of

ANS funcËions can be mediated by centrally initiated muscular changes

¡¿hich are subject to environmental control (e.g.r Brener, L974; Katkin &

Murray, 1968; Miller, 1969; obrisr er al, 1970b). rn rhis parricular

form of mediational modeL, changes in somatic-muscular activity are

assumed to result in changes in HR. Lrhile Lhe curare research (Miller,

1969) was originally conceived as a means of conLrolling the effects of

muscuLar activity in HR, the difficulty in repLicating those animal

studies (t"tiller & Dworkin, 1974) l"eaves the problem of somatic-muscuLar

nediation unresolved by this approach. McCanne and Sandman (1976) also

added that the major criticism of research studying somatic-muscular

mediation, has been the lack of direcÈ monitoring of somatic-muscular
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variables during operant HR conditioning.

There are t¡+ro studies that not only address the concerns of McCanne

and Sandman buÈ also provide supporÈ for the somatic-muscular mediation

position. rn a sÈudy by Magnusson (1976), Ehree groups of subjects

received the following instrucÈions and contingencies: 1) Increase HR

r¡ith continuous feedback of performance v¡hil-e tensing the right forearm

muscles 20"/" of maximaL voluntary conÈraction; in the l-ast session only HR

feedback was used; 2) HR feedback only; 3) tense muscles only for the

first two sessions, and for Èhe last session, increase HR with feedback

only. Results indicaÈed that the first group was superior in performance

during the fírst two sessions, but the perfonnance in the Èhird session

deteriorated significantly to the leve1 of the other two groups.

Magnusson concluded that the addition of somatic activity to the feedback

seemed especially beneficial for producing a larger number of

reinforcible responses during the first two sessions and, that ín
acordance with obrist, GaLosy, Lawler, Gaebelín, Howard and shanks

Q975), un and somatic coupling occurred. He suggested further, that

such coupl-ing may manifest itself peripherally through one cenÈra1

process as in the v¡ork of Black Q974), Brener et al . (tTl+), and

Goesling & Brener, (L972). Of interest was the lack of transfer of the

previous (sessions one and two) inÈeraction between HR feedback and

somatic mediation to the final session. It is inÈeresting to speculaËe

whether such transfer of cardiac-somatic coupling would be both present

and present to a greater degree in individuals or groups of individuals

with a prevíous history of repeated couplings. rf so, perhaps such

individuals or groups r¡oul-d exhibit a greater degree of learned HR

control.
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FurÈher to the Magnusson (L976) study and the above speculations on

cardiac somËic coupling, is a similar study by Lynch, schuri and DtAnna

Q976). Lynch et al. had subjects perform two isometric exercises at

three level-s of exertion while HR, respiration rate and amplitude, finger

pulse arnpLitude and skin temperature \{ere monitored. I.Ihile pulse

amplitude and skin temperature hrere significantly reduced due to the

exercise, HR significantly increased with the magnitude of the

cardíovascular effect varying in proportion to the magnitude of the

exercise. They also reported that cardíovascular reections to isometric

exercises ¡vere not medíaÈed by respiratory variations. Lynch et al.

suggested Ëhat Èhe results clearly indicate that static muscular

contractions at moderate exertion levels, which invoLve no actual body

movenent, and which rnight remain undetected under other circumstances,

can result in rapid, large uagnitude changes in finger pulse amplitude,

skin tenperature and HR. They suggested further that somatic muscles

play a central role in nediating such cardiovascular responses and that

biofeedback researchers should monitor as many EMG locations as possibLe

for sources of static muscle tension that can lead to cardiovascular

changes. Based on the potential- mediating role of somatic muscles, a

source of individual differences worth investigating would be the

cardiovascular history of such muscle control- athletes as gymnasts.

Central Mediation of Heart Rate and Somatic Responses

several investigators (Brener, r974; obrisr er a1, 1970b) have

suggested that both cardiac and somatic events are mediated by a conmon

CNS effector and that the thro are "coupled" to one another by this

central mediaËor. Thus it is not changes in muscle tension that cause HR
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changesr but rather boËh of these responses are caused by CNS actívity

and therefore both are utilized in making inferences about CNS activity.
Based on evidence concerning cardiac-somatic coupling during exercise

(Rushmer, 1962r 1965), ObrisË et al. speculated that HR and somatic

events are peripheral manifestations of a comrnon central event. However,

McCanne and Sandman (1976) criticized this position as follows: l) The

conËentions of obrist and his colleagues resE on somatic coupling of

tasks that demand a minimum of moÈor activity; and 2) ttre magnitude of

the correlations betrseen HR and muscular activity though statisticaLly

significant, are still modest. However, recent data by Schwartz and his

colleagues (I976, L977), strongly suggest patterns of inÈeraction between

the cardiovascular systeu, striaÈe musculature and CNS responses that

make it difficulÈ to maintain a position of independent operant HR

contro 1.

Coenit ive Mediation of Cardiovascular Res ponses

ttCan cognitive processes elicit or rmediater patterned physiological

changes?" (Schwartz, L975; p.2Ð. The idea rhat cognition was an

epiphenomenon, either unimporÈanE or interferring, !¡as long held by both

behavioral- and biofeedback researchers. In their review and critique of

operant condiÈioning of AI'IS responses, Katkin and Murray (i968) asserted

that cognitive evenËs could be held responsible for mediating ttËrue"

instrumentar conditioning of an autonomic response. rn rep1y, crider,

Schwartz & Shnidnan (f969) pointed out that there r¿as little experimental

data to suPPort Èhe nocion that cognitive events could influence discrete

physiological responses in the first place. They asserted that .to

account for such results, a cognitive mediation hypothesis r,¡ould have to
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posit a different cognitive event (or class of events) for each vísceral

response pattern resuLting from operant conditioning" (crider et aL.,

1969; p.548). Kiumrel (L974) held sirnilarly unsupportive views on

cognitive mediaËion.

It appears that a number of sLudies (¡e11 & Schwartz, 1975; Jones &

Johnson, 1978; May & Johnson, I973i Schwartz, 1975; Shapiro, Ig77;

Val-ins, I970) suggest that cognitive activity can elicit physiological

resPonses. However, the question sLill remains ¡¿hether there is any

experímental evidence that classes of cognitive evenÈs can elicit

specific patterns of physioLogical responses corresponding to those

regulated by biofeedback. Andr' if so, are rrre therefore justif ied in

concluding that such strategies reflect underlying neural mechanisms

involved in regulating Èhe physiologicaL changes. Although there has

been a greaÈ deal of interesting data, conclusions are tentative, relying

upon subjective, speculaÈive interpretations. An anshrer to the question

of cognitive mediation ¡^¡i11 have to await further experimental study.

Brener's (1974t 1977) understanding of the cognitive processes in

biofeedback procedures (1974, 1977; see Appendix B for a review of this

rnodel) is perhaps more helpful since it perrnits experimenÈal analysis.

He stated that rtif any individual can learn to appropriately label Èhe

sensory consequenses of a resPonse, then he will be able to comply with

instructions to execute thaÈ responsett (Brener, 1977; p.37). Thus,

cognitions are usefuL and effective to the degree thaÈ they serve as

appropriate labels of sensory conseguences. He argues further, that it
is instructions thaÈ serve to determine the descriptions that subjects

apply to their activities. Put another r.ray, instrucÈions lead

individuals to draw upon previously learned cognitive strategies.
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APPENDIX B

MODELS OF LEARNED CARDIOVASCT]LAR CONTROL
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Pattern Biofeedback and Motor Skills Learning (Schwartz)

Further to the renewed interest in the mechanisms and consÈraints

underlying learned cardiovascuLar control, Schwartz (tglS) and his

colleagues have coined Èhe term rrpatLern biofeedback" and have developed

a theory to account for the learned control of response patterns in the

human cardiovascular system. By tracing the developmenÈ and expansion of

this position, it is clear that Èhe variables of instructional set and

individuaL differences have taken on new dimensions and the need for

further study. The direcÈion of Schwartzrs v¡ork is perhaps best

indicated by his statement: "the simple assumption that by using an

operant procedure, Ëhe learning will be specific is no longer

justifiable'r (Schwartz, I974; p.437). In other words, biofeedback

procedures may actually be reinforcing a more general response or set of

resPonses than r¿as expected. Thus, training an individual Èo conÈrol HR

may actually result in the Learned conÈrol of ItR, Bp, RR, and an

assorËment of muscle group responsesi i.e., the training of response

patterns. Specificity of learning may require an altogeEher different

seÈ of training procedures.

Development of Éhe Model

In his earlier work, Schwartz Q973) considered some of the

important issues and probLems arising out of Èhe clinical application of

biofeedback techníques to the individual patient. Initially, he l-ooked

at specificity of learning through the BP and HR sÈudies of Shapiro and

schwartz and their colleagues (schwartz, 1972i shapiro & schwarÈ2, 1972;

Shapiro, Tursky & Schwartz, 1970arb). He viewed Èhese findings on

specificity of learning as important prerequisites to the cLinical
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aPPlication of biofeedback training, since the alleviation of slrmpÈons

was desired ¡^rithout corresponding side effects, such as those sometimes

produced by drugs. On the other hand, Ëhe clinician may be concerned

with what eLse is changing when a person is provided with feedback for a

given conditioni i.e., I'patterns of responses" rather Ehan a specific

response. Thus, it becomes important noE only to be able to predicÈ

under rshat conditions side effects may occur, but horv one mighË produce

them in specific cases. Schwartz (1973) asserted that the degree to

which learned specificity or patterning occurs, is a function of the

interreLaËionships among bodily functions over time, as well as of the

exact nature of the conËingency (i.e., feedback for responding) involved.

However, he added, such control is limited or restricEed by physiologicaL

and associated cognitive constraints.

Schrvartz 0972) found that subjects could more easily Learn to make

their systoLic BP and HR go togeËher than to make them go apart. He also

found that feedback for inÈegrating these functions produced somewhat

Larger effecËs and more rapid learning than feedback for either single

function alone. Al-together, it appeared that in the process of trying to

understand and extend biofeedback techniques to paËterns of responses,

the research uncovered more infor¡nation about the nature of the

physioLogical systems themselves and Èheir relaÈionship to cognition than

about feedback itseLf. Schwartz ¡975) later stated rhar biofeedback and

rel.ated cognitive procedures provide a unique and poverful research tool

for invesÈigaÈíng both the interrelationships among physiological systems

and the role of patterns of physioLogical responses in the generaÈion of

sub jective experience.

A treaËment irnplication of such a behavioral-biological approach is
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Èhat the cl-inician should carefully evaluate how he or she is to

administer feedback Ëo an individual patient so that what the patient

v¡ill and will not learn is more precisely controlled. For example, if a

patient is receivíng analogue feedback for beat by beat changes in HR and

has sinus arrythmia (nn rising and falling with each breath), he or she

will be simultaneously receiving feedback for respiraÈion and thus may

nodify iË accordingly. One has to question if such learning is

desirable. Secondly, given that individuals differ in Èheir autonomic

specificity, and that different situations may evoke different patterns

(Lacey, L967), biofeedback should be viewed as buË one approach to the

treatment of the tttotal person". For example, to cure hypertension

reguires more than attempting to control BP; i.e., constraints of

differenÈ sorts exist in such a schema. Rather, t'personality and

individuaL differences make it impossible to provide a simpLe "cookbook"

approach to quesÈions such as rwhat shouLd I tell the patienÈ?t or rwhat

kinds of incentives should I provide?t On the oÈher hand, to Èhe extent

that specific instructions dírect a patientrs aEtention to cerÈain

asPects of his behavior or lead hin to utilize certain strategies in

learning control, it can be speculated that what the patienÈ is told, and

what he is asked to do, may depend on both the specific nature of the

desired function(s) to be changed and the personality of the patienË"

(Schwartz, I973; p.672)

IÈ is within the above framework that we find implications for

individual differences and instructional control through cognitive and

somatic strategies. schv¡artz 0,974) asserted that if through

instructions, individuals were a11or+ed clear use of somatic sÈrategies

(both excitatory and inhibitory) there would result larger self-produced
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HR increases and decreases through feedback and reward. In other words,

instructions that elicit an individuaLfs use of idíosyncratic strategies,

would also enhance their ability to bring about larger self produced

changes in HR through feedback and reward. Hence, the central dynamics

are actually in Èhe instructions and subsequent strategies rather than in

feedback and reward per se. The latter only serve Ëo highlight the

effective or noneffective strategies thaÈ the instructions induce.

Schwartz (1974) therefore asked: Given that effective range consÈrainÈs

can operate and thereby influence Èhe magnitude of learned HR control,
t'what coubinations of instructions and contingency vi11 enable the

subject to reach, or even exceed his effective range?tt (p.425-26).

Theoretical Speculations

By expanding the general concepts of contingency and constraints and

systernaticaLly applying Ëhem to two or more functions (..g., HR, Bp), it

is possible to provide an initial framework for predicting and

controlling patterns of cardiovascular activity through feedback and

reward. Specifically, Schwartz (1974) has suggested that both the

qualitative and quanËitative nature of learned pattern control- are

largely determined by Ëhe inÈeraction of three factors: 1) the

characteristics of the inÈerrelaríonships between bodily functions over

tine; coupled r¿ith 2) ttte exact naÈure of the contingency involved; in

Lhe context of 3) bioLo9ical, cognitive and environmental constraints.

For ease of discussion, the first Èwo factors rsill be considered in

combination, fol-lorved by an anal-ysis as to ho¡s they interact with

different constraint condiÈions.
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Interrelationships and Contingencies

Different characteristics of the feedback (conEingency) may affect

the degree to which different patterns of response are learned. For

exampLe, analogue meter feedback for beat-by-beat changes in HR can also

act as feedback for respiratory inhaLation and exhalations in sinus

arrythrnia. On the other hand, digital feedback for changes in rate above

a certain criterion may reduce Èhe relationship between respiration and

HR. This is especially true if the feedback is so deLiberately

progranmed that half the time, criterion HR changes are reinforced when

the subject is breathíng in, and half the time r¡hen the subject is

breathing ouÈ (assuming Èhat the relaËionship between phasic changes in

HR and breathing is not perfect). In this case, the end result would be

to provide partiaL, although contingent reinforcement for HR, and at the

same time to provide some form of random reinforcemenÈ for respiration.

However, if under Èhe above experimental circumstances it.v¡ere found

that respiration stil1 changed, then it would suggest that underlying

central connections Linking HR and respiration were in operaÈion. One

sÈrategy for direcÈly exploring these mechanisns v/as to tesÈ subjects for

their ability to directLy integrate vs. differentiate their HR and

respiration through the use of pattern feedback and reward. If

integration r,rere easy to obtain and differentiation quite difficult, then

it wouLd provide strong support for a causal link between phasic HR and

respiratory changes. The HR-RR relationship is furLher complicated,

however, since phasic changes and tonic changes may reflect different

mediating processes, both neuraL and hormonal. when a subjecÈ is given

analogue feedback for HR per se, he or she is in fact receiving complex

integrated information about vagal, sympathetic, and hormonal infl-uences.
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Clearly, though, through the use of specific drugs and surgical

procedures, it rnay be possible to uncover the exact mechanism that the

subject ís using to control his rate (I,Ieiss & Engel, I97I). However,

what happens if it is desirable for a subject to learn to directly

control only one of these processes, or some specific pattern? The

theory ¡yould suggest thaË it is necessary to uake the feedback more

directly integraÈed with the underlying neural and/or hormonal processes.

Schwartz Q974) outlined several physiologicaL and pharmacological

techniques by which this could be accomplished. However, he stated that

idealLy, through proper response definition, it should be ËheoreticaLly

possibLe Èo comput.e what aspecË of the Eotal signal reflecÈs a given

Process, and to provide the subject with such feedback directly, withoút

resorting Èo physiological or pharmacological intervention. Schwartz

outlined severaL methods, each with its unique problems but concluded

that such concepts are useful to the extenE thaÈ they il-lustrate the

poÈential for systernaticaLly evaLuating Èhe interaction of 
"onrirrr"r,",

variables with ongoing physiological- changes, and are open to direct

ernpirical test. He holds simiLar vie¡vs for biological constraints which

are discussed below.

Cons traints

In the same way that a person can handle different physical loads

depending upon the muscle groups used, different components of the

cardiovascular sysLem probably have different capabilities for change.

By classifying constraints into four different categories (state, neural

circuitryr organ, and reward) it is possible to speculate as to how such

constraints will influence learning in the cardiovascular system.

By state constrainÈs are meant the effects of such factors as time
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of day, drugs, situation and instructions on the physical- and

physiological 'tstaÈett of the organism. For exampLe, by instructing a

subjecË to sit in a quiet, relaxed position and withouË resorting to

respiratory or muscular movement, then asking him to raise his HR, he or

she is put in a state that is clearl-y noÈ optirnaL for raising HR. As

well, drugs like curare clearly influence state (eg., by elininating

pheripheral somatic feedback), which may have specific effecÈs on

cardiovascular control. To the extent that staÈe varíables can change

the levels and variability of cardiovascular responses, and to the extent

ÈhaÈ Èhey can possibly alter Ëheir inÈerrelationships, they will alter

the kinds of patterns of responses that v¡ill be acquired. For this

reasonr sËate variables are considered crucíal to the prediction and

control of patterns of responses.

State effecËs operate because of specific brain structures and their

interconnections or whaÈ is referred to as neural circuitry. The purpose

of isolating neural circuitry constraints is to highlight a specific

process such as homeosÈasis that. can influence the development of

cardiovascular control. SimilarLy, the extent to which HR is centrally

integrated qtiÈh the somatic system is an important neural circuitry

constraint, since it heLps explain why HR increases under resting

condiÈions are so readily obtained. Less obvious is Èhe fact that state

and task demands may change cardiovascular reLationships in very specific

r¡lays. For example, the relationship between HR and mean BP depends in

Part on the kind of exercise (eg., isotonic vs isometric) performed.

This observatíon is very important, not only because ir illustrates how

task demands may effect relative changes in two systems, but also because

it provides an avenue to possibLe mechanisms for learned differentiation
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of BP and HR under different states. For exampLe, it is predicted that

if subjecÈs were tesÈed for degree of voluntary control of patterns of Bp

and HR under two different exercise conditíons, they would be better able

to produce the specific exercise-related differentiations than'a

generalized integration of these functions. This conclusion is opposite

to the findings previously generated for ttrestingtt conditions (Schwartz,

r972).

Organ

across a1L

constraints refer to the relative maximum and rniniraum changes

differenË situations. üIhereas state constraints restrict the

total range possible for a given organ (here caL1ed the effective range),

Èhe concept of organ restrainË refers to Lykkenrs notion of range

correction for determining true peak and through values of the individual

per function (Lykken et aI. 1966 as cited by schwartz, rg7Ð. However,

tttruett peak and through values sÈi11 involve some neuro-circulatory

constraints, since maximum HR increases for example, a.,e limited by a

nornally functioning vagal control system and sinoatriaL pacemaker. If

this were changed through injury, disease, or drugs, the peak (and

trough) values would change accordingly.

Final-ly, reward constraints refer to the bioLogicaL implications of

different types of rewards for learning specific bodily processes. For

example, one can speculate what effects warm versus cold feedback stinuli

might have on the volunÈary controL of peripheral vasodilation and

constriction, the hypothesis being that the former ¡vould enhance control

of vasodilation, while the latter would inhibit voluntary vasodilation

buË enhance vasoconstriction.

In concLusion, SchwarÈz G974) stated that Èhe extent to which two

or more responses need to be behaviorally inLegrated in order for patÈern
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learning to occur naturall-y, is not yet known; nor does currenÈ Èheory

explain how it is possible for specificity of learning to occur from

partialLy integrated systems when Long-term training procedures are

enployed. However, one strong conclusion that seems juscified at thís

time is that the systematic appliction of operant-biofeedback patterning

procedures can help make it possible to determine the nature of autonomic

and central nervous system constraints and Ëheir modification in the

intact organísm. It is suggested that this theoretical approach may

offer a framework in r¿hich to determine the relative importance of

feedback and reward in producing the kinds of patterns that emerge both

in basic and applied research seÈtings. As previously emphasized, "The

sinple assumption that by using an operant procedure, the learning wi1-1

be specific is no longer justifiable" (S chwartz, Ig74; p.437).

Schv¡artzts thesis addresses Ëhe scores of studíes that have faiLed to

bring about specific results as planned, as well as the numerous

contradicÈions and contraversies surrounding the significance of assorËed

variables for cardiac control.

Rayter (L975) suggested that perhaps paÈrern learning (i.e.,

íntegration) already occurs to a significant degree in particular

individuals such as certain types of athletes. He suggested that

athletes srere unabl-e to demonstrate specificity, in the form of Learned

HR control-, as a result of what Schwartz termed neural circuitry

constraints. Heart rate may have been ful1y or partially integrated with

vagal activity. In other words, vagal activity, in the form of HR

inhibition through vagaL excitation, may have been the constraint that

prevented successful HR controL for the athletes. In his work on the

analysis of Èhe final common pathway for HR conditionirg (i."., classical
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conditioning) Cohen (L974) demonstrated that both the vagii and

sympathetics contribute to the conditioned HR response with vagal

inhibition being predominant. He also stated that the primary component

in HR conditioning ís the rel,ease of vagal inhibiËion, consistent lrith

Èhe typical observation of HR adjustments during exercise.

Cox and McGuiness (tgll) have further explored the effects of vagal

activity on HR changes by studying groups of anxious and non-anxious

individuals. They noted a marked ability for highLy anxious subjects to

seLf-induee HR increases while 1ow anxious subjects could onLy seLf-

induce HR decreases. In earlíer studies by McFarland and Coombs (I974)

and a Pavlovian study by McGuiness (1973), it was hypothesized that

highly anxious subjecÈs may have been prone to vagal inhibition which

maintains heart rate increases once HR levels are elevated. And

conversely, low anxious subjects r¿ere viewed as prone to vagaL

excitation. McGuiness (1973) offered the explanation that foLlowing

stimulation, the increased círculatory leve1 of adrenaline may have been

more prolonged in highly anxious subjects.

Motor Skills Learning

Despite the abundance of research on self regulaËion techniques,

there has been l-ittle effort to explain exactly hov¡ self regulation

deveLops or what the underlying psychobiological mechanisms and

constrainÈs are (Schwartz , Ig75). Schwartz asserted that most research

treats only singLe responses or response systems and fa.ils to address the

more normal but compJ-ex phenomenon of voluntary coordination of rnuLtiple

physiological processes. Alternatively, he staEed thaÈ biofeedback and

related cognitive procedures can provide a unique and powerful
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research tool for investigating both the interrelationships among

physiological sysÈems and their constrainËs in Ëhe íntact hurnan, and the

role of patterns of physiological, responses in the generation of

subjective experience. In order to adequately explore these underlyíng

psychobioLogical mechanism, Schwartz (I976) adopted an alternative

perspective, in which cardiovascular self regulation is conceptualized

from Ëhe perspective of skiLl learning, or more specifically, motor

skills learning.

Recently, biofeedback researchers such as Brener (I974) and Lang

G975) have emphasized specificity of motor skills learning and its

interaction r¿ith biofeedback. (The reader may consult Williamson, Ig7gb,

for a revievr of Èhe motor skills based modeLs of Brener, Schwartz and

Lang.) Schwartz, Young, and Volger (7976) stared rhaÈ biofeedback

research which has appeared thus far, has tended to concentrate prinarily

on the variables of feedback and insÈructions. Further, to date, little

attention has been direcËed Èor¡ards specifying the rnore precise nature of

the visceral skílls required by the task. They attributed this to the

fact that we have noE drawn explicit parallels betr¡een the structures of

motor skil-1s learning and visceral self controL.

Schwartz et al. (1976) have found it fruitful Èo apply Fleishmanrs

0966) nodel- of complex motor skiIls learning to visceral self

reguLation. The model posits thaÈ motor skilLs are conceptuaLly separate

fro¡n being abilities wiÈh complex skills comprised of a finite number of

distincÈ, underLying abilities. For example, in tennis, the ability to

move one's arm and l-egs (underlying abilities) is different from the

Èrained (or learned) ski1ls necessary to execute an inl¡ardly curving

topspin serve (courplex skilL). Fleishman's model also predicts that a
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positive correlation (i.e., transfer of learning) will be found between

performance on any pair of complex, integrated skills to the exËent that

they share a similar consEellation or patÈern of underlying abilities.

However, Ehe basic abiLities are themselves viewed as relativel-y separate

components invoLving distinct learning processes.

Several of the motor abilities outlined by Fleishman (f966) can be

appLied to visceral- learning, although the differences in effector organs

in the somatic and visceraL syst.ems make direct comparisons difficult.

In atteupts to construct parallels between the Èl¡o systems, Schwartz et

al. (L976) asserted that it is of heuristic value to use hypothetical.

properties of neural activity as a conrmon ground in attenpting the

translation, even though a transl-ation using single neural innervation of

a positive nature is oversirnpLified when applied to visceral responses.

In other words it is well known that visceral- responses are often dual-Ly

innervated by the sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the AI,IS,

and the two components uay become differentiall-y involved in learning

depending upon the nature of the skill involved (eg., HR up versus HR

down; Lang, 1974). The basic translation is illustrated in Tabre 2.

Fleishmanr s (1966) nodel describes five basic components of complex

motor skil1s3 strengttr (S)r endurance (E), steadiness, control precision

and reacÈion time (RT). Biofeedback studies have typically used a

conbination of S and E paradigms in which the experinental task is to

change HR as much as possible (s) and for a given interval of tine (E).

According to Fleishman, the degree of transfer of training between two

tasks (addressing different skil.Ls) should be a function of the component

abiLities which they have in cor,*on.
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TABLE 2

Cardiac-moÈor skills ability factor paralleLs

based on five ability and performance factors posÈuLated

by Fleishnan (1966) for the motor system

SchenaËized neural activity regulating Èhese abilities is also illustraËed

To appLy thís analysis to paras)rmpaÈhetic (vagal)

as opposed to sympathetic innervation of heart rate,

maximum neural firing should be equated rrith nín IIR

and vice versa (see text for details)

Neural Activity Motor Activity Cardiac Activity

max/min firing

maintenance of max/min
firing overtime

stable rate of firing

regulaÈion of firing
rate in specific
temporal order

quick onset of firing
to a required level

strength

endurance

steadiness

control precision

reaction time

nax/min HR

holding max/min
raLe

Itr].n]-mum

variability

cardiac control
precision

cardiac reaction
time

From Schwartz et aL., 1976, p. 307
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Schwartz et al. (1976) chose to develop a Eask which would measure

and train a cardiac RT ability and then compared perfonnance on this task

with performance on a more typical S-E paradigm. It was predicted that

the performance on one task would not improve folloving training on the

other, despite Lhe fact that alL subjects rsould receive training in

controlling their HR. Performance would be Ëask-specific for the skill.

for which feedback training was given. Subjects were pre and post tested

v¡ith ínstructions alone for degree of cardiac S-E control (maximally

increase or decrease HR and sustain it for one ninute) and degree of

cardiac Rt control (produce a smaLl, three second burst of increased or

decreased HR as quickly as possíble at the onset of a triaL). A1r

subjects received HR biofeedback during Èraining, with half practicing S-

E and the other half RT control. The results indicated that S-E training

led Èo improved s-E controL accompanied by a slight decrement in RT

control. Conversely RT trainíng Led to markedLy improved RT control

accompanied by a small decrement in S-E control.

Schwartz et al. (1976) viewed their data as supporting the

concepËa1ízation of cardiovascular se1-f regulation from the perspective

of skil-l learning. Their study also extended the specificity of learning

noÈion by demonstrating specificity of. cardiac skil1 learning. rt

exÈends further previous research demonstrations of specificíty across

biological systems and for different parameters within the same

biological system. The ability to perform the specific task for which

the subjects !¡ere given feedback, transferred only to the particular Èask

the subjects were requested to practice even though at a gross level,

both tasks required the production of a change in HR and the maintenance

of this change. h¡hen these complex skills were reduced to their
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componenÈ abiLities and the relative contribution of each component rùas

evaluaÈed. it becane apparant that the S-E and R-T tasks !¡ere not

dependent upon one another. Based on their data the authors also ruled

out fatigue and interference as significant factors in Èhe faiLure to

improve on the non-trained tasks.

Three things can be inferred from the above study: I) that

speeificity of skill learning exists within a single autonomic effector;

2) that instructions and feedback to conÈrol a specific response, or a

component of a response that is independent of another, can lead Èo

control of only thaÈ response with no transfer of training; 3) that IIR

conÈrol, wheËher it is vier¿ed as e complex skill or as an operanÈ

response, is composed of separate or componenÈ abilities, some of which

may be independent of one another.

Altogether, it appears that the nature and extent of learned

specificity or patterning of cardiovascular reponses depends initially on

f ) the precise nature of the relationships between various responses over

time, and 2) ttre exact manner in vrhich biofeedback is administered (i.".,

for single responses, or more explicity for patterns of responses,

Schwartz, 1977). For exampLe, in the numerous blood pressure studies of

Schwartz and his colleagues, subjects were gíven mininal instructions

about the task at hand. Further, when subjects were specificially

instructed to conÈro1- their HR, they demonstrated i'r-ediate

cardiovascuLar se1-f regulation, even in the absence of feedback (nelt O

Schwartz, I975; Brener, L974). However, Schwartz (1977 ) has asserted, it

is a mistake to conclude Èhat instructional control is identical to

reguLation gained through biofeedback. Whereas single systen biofeedback

leads to learned specificicy, instructions (particularly wich extensive
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training) often result in more complex patterns of responses. Hence, the

verbal instruction to control systolic BP can lead to the iumediate and

simuLÈaneous controL of HR as ¡+el1, whereas single system biofeedback for

systolíc BP with mininal insËructions can lead to the development of

Learned BP regulation in the absence of HR control.

It thus fol-Lo¡¿s that the exact nature of the biofeedback and the

specific instrucÈions used both contríbute to the final pattern of

responses the individual will Learn to regulate. Further, we should not

be surprised to recognize thaÈ instructions can differentiall-y influence

peripheral cardiovascular effectors in a biofeedback setting, sínce the

average adult brain can draw on a variety of neural straÈegies in its

conscious repertoire to regulate the feedback. Depending upon the

specific nature of the instructions, the biocognitive strategies will

vary accordingly.

Future DirecÈions

ttThe generaL thesis slowly emerging from biofeedback research is

that patterns of physiological processes can be both generated and

processed by the brain, producing unique cross-systen interactions and

perceptual gestalts Ëhat make up a significant component of human

behavior and subjective experience" (schwartz, r977, p.215). "Research

on biofeedback and the regulation of combinations of responses extends

the emergent nature of patterning by providing a new paradign for

ínvestigating physiological relationships. Self regulation as a general

research sÈrategy can be useful to the extent that it enables researchers

to isolate component parts of systems and then examine how they combine

Ëo provide unique physiological and associated subjecÈive states"

(Schwartz, 1977; p.216). Schwartz emphasized the importance of viewing
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visceral self regulation in psychobiological perspectíve wíthout

destroying the importance of instructional, cognitive, or personality

variables in biofeedback.

InsÈructionaL Control Over Cardiovascular Responses (Brener)

The General Model

Brener (I974, 1977) has developed a general model of voluntary

control which he applied to the phenomenon of learned cardiovascular

change. The nodel attempts to account for the processes underlyíng the

development of instructional conÈroL of motor activities. And, in line

with the general theme of the LiteraÈure relating to learned motor

control, and to cardiovascular control ín particuLar, he assumes that

feedback processes are fundamental to the developmenÈ of voluntary

control.

Brener (I974) posits that the traditional view of a sËructurally

based operanL-respondent dichotony is no longer tenable, since the

biofeedback liËerature shor,¡s that the cardiovascular system displays

easily demonsÈrabLe voluntary as wel-1 as involuntary characterisÈics.

Thusr the terms volunÈary and ínvoluntary refer only to the conditions

under which a given instance of a response is observed and have liËtl,e to

do with the strucÈural attributes of the response apparatus in question.

Rather, Brener defines a voluntary response as one that is systematicall-y

influenced by instructions, with the developmenÈ of instructional- control

being dependent upon Èhe execution of certain Èraining procedures. An

involuntary response, on the other hand, is defíned as Èhe reliabLe

consequence of a narrowly delineated class of eliciting stimul-i. This

form of control is assumed to be independent of any other prior
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conditions. Thus, given ínstances of the same topographically resÈricted

response may be cLassified as voluntary or ínvoluntary, depending on the

procedures employed for the demonsÈraÈion of those particular instances.

Brener proposes that these terms represent two independent dinensíons in

the cLassification of behavior, rather than opposite poles of a Linear

continuum. Further, in principle, all responses, regardless of their

structural attribuÊes, are amenable to both voluntary and involuntary

control. The task of investigators is thus seen as the specificatíon of

the conditions under which Èhe voluntary characteristics of

cardiovascular behavior uay be reliably demonstraLed.

The means of studying volunÈary cardiovascular control is determined

by the nodel of functioning underlying voluntary conErol processes.

hrhile the terms rroperant conditioningtt and 'tvoLuntary controlrr or

rrfeedbacktt are used interchangeably, the associated analyticaL nodels

differ significantly. (see Black, cott, & Pavloski, r977 for further

discussions.) Whereas the sÈrict operant conditioning approach posits the

response contingent event (i.e., reinforcing stimulus) as the final cause

of behavioral change, the feedback approach attempts to account for the

Processes by which response contingent events l-ead to behavioral- change.

In other words, the principLe of reinforcement r^'hich is axiomatic in the

conditioning approach is derived from more basic axioms in the feedback

approach. According to Brener the feedback approach permiÈs a finer-

grain anal-ysis of the volunËary control process, suggesting feasible

lines of inquiry into Ëhe structural basis of such conÈrol processes.

The Initiation o;13 Vo!u¡rtary Act

Brener defines a voluntary response as one that is amenable to
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control via verbal self instructíon; i.e., ttcompliance wiÈh instructions

forms Ëhe basis of ury belief that I can voluntarily control the response

in question" (Brener, 1977; p.30). The assumption underlying this

definition is that a response thaÈ is amenabLe to control via self-

instruction will also be amenable to control via instructions delivered

by a second party. Brener points out that although an individual nay

have the capacity to conply with an instruction to perform a response, he

or she may not manifest this capacity because he or she does not wanÈ to

do so. Thus certaín responses may be cl-assified as nonvoluntary that,

under other conditions, may meet the criterion for classífication as

voluntary. The issue is resolved by adopting an approach from

traditional learning theory as follows: the capacity to comply wiÈh an

instruction is vier+ed as the consequence of associative (learning)

processes, whereas the nanifestation of this capacíËy is viewed as a

performance process, and, as such, is deÈermined by the inÈeraction of

learning and motivational factors.

At an inÈrospective level, Brener (1974) asserts that we may accept

the notion that compLiance with an instruction (emanating from onets self

or someone else) to execuÈe an act does not depend upon being able to

specify the efferent motor programs for Ëhat act. However, there are

discriminable sensory consequences associaËed urith the occurrence of all

responses that qre classify as voLuntary. Our ability to discrininaÈe the

current voLuntary act is assumed to rest upon activation of interoceptive

afferent paËhways by the effectors involved in the act. I{hen individuals

are deprived of such intrinsic feedback from an effector, they are aLso

robbed of the illusion that they can voluntarily control responses of the

effector (Laszlo, 1966; as cited by Brener , 1974).
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In Brener's (L974) nodel, Èhe conception of initiaÈion of a

voluntary act is based on Jamest (t890; as cited by Brener, Ig7Ð notion

of response image (RI) and its activation through some externaL

(instructional) stimulus. The topographicaL díruensions and intensive

characteristics of a response are very precisely defined in Èerms of the

interoceptive feedback array conÈingent upon the response. Thus, James

proposed that with repeated elicitation, the afferent information

consequenË upon a response is stored cenËrally as the RI. Both the RI

and the immediate sensations contingent upon its occurrence are functions

of the afierent systems serving the effector involved in that response.

The RI is, therefore, sinpLy a stored represention of the pattern of

afferent stirnulation produced by past occurrences of the response. An

indivídual's ability to identify a given response in his repetoire is

assumed to depend on a comparison of the in¡mediate feedback upon the

response with the established image for Èhat response.

Brener (L974) proposed thaÈ instructional stimuli, as a function of

certain procedures, acquire Ëhe ability to eLicit an RI and that

activation of the Rr leads to a state of nervous system iubalance,

resulting in Èhe producËion of the response specified by the irnage. The

RI is assumed to represent the standard against which neuraL feedback

from the periphery is compared. In general. terms, the model proposes

that compliance with an instruction to execuÈe an act depends upon the

ability of the instruction to evoke a memory (image) of the sensory

consequences of that act. This ability in turn is assumed to rest upon

the prior pairing of the words denoÈing the act r+ith the inÈernal

sensations consequenÈ upon Èhe act. Fina11y, completion of the act is

assumed to rely upon Ëhe comparison of sensations arising from present
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instances of the acÈ with Èhe image (memory) of previous instances of

such sensations. Rephrased in Ëerms of Brener's proposed model, a

voluntary act is initiated Èhrough the activatíon of an RI by sone

external (ínstructional) stimulus. Activation of the Rr produces a

specific pattern of activity in some cenÈral motor controller. This

pattern of activity leads to Ëhe occurrence of effector action and

consequent interoceptive feedback. The interoceptive afferent signals

are compâred to the paËtern of excitation specified by the Rr. rf they

are in accord, Èhe act is completed; if not, additional uotor signals are

generated until a comparator achieves a nu11 state.

The Voluntary Characteristics of Heart Rate

In order to demonstraÈe the voluntary characteristics of HR through

the influence of verbal instructions onJ.y, Brener referred to an earlier

experiment in which subjects were able to increase and decrease their HR

in the absence of any special feedback conditions (Brener et al., 1969).

The results \tere explained by drawing the inference that subjects had

developed appropriaËe HR response images. This in turn assumed

avaiLability of interoceptive feedback associated r¿iÈh cardiovascular

activity to the cenÈral sensory integrator and also the past caLibration

of such feedback in terms of the label-s "heart rate increase and

decreasert. However, rather than RIts based on cardiovascul-ar feedback,

Brener assumed that Èhe ttincreasett ttdecreasefr instructions activated

motor Programs that were directed towards producing those sensations

(striate muscle, respiratory, eÈc.) previously identified as rrheart rate

increasestt during increase trials, and motor programs directed aË

eliminating such sensations during decrease trials. Regardless of Ehe
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basis of the observed control, Brener felt that the evidence supported

the classification of HR as a voluntary response based on hís criËerion

that it was influenced by instrucËion.

Since HR adjustments are generally enbedded in a complex of other

activities including vigorous souatomotor adjustments, and since the

subjects in the Brener et al. (1969) experinent were instructed not to

move or breathe irregul-arily, Brener suggested Èhat they were receiving

antagonistic instructions in addition to being deprived of the most

discriminable elernent of Èhe peripheraL feedback associated with the

tachycardiac response compLex; i."., a high leve1 of proprioceptive

stimulation. To test this possibiliËy, subjects r.rere instructed to

increase and decrease HR in the absence of exteroceptive feedback and

without verbaL constraints on movement. Results were twice the magnitude

of those obtained in the earlier study in accordance l¡ith Obrist et al.

G974) who reported that the greater the verbal constraints placed on

somatomotor activity during learned HR control, the poorer the control.

Obrist et al. also reported a close correlation beÈween somatomator

activity and the observed HR changes. Brener thus assuned that the

instructions to increase HR led to a general motor activation of all of

its attendant symptoms and, the instruction to decrease HR led to a

general- r0otor quiescence" The general motoric adjusÈment was specified

in terms of, and regul-ated via, the easily discrininable peripheral-

feedback available from the striaÈe muscles. This mode of parallel

somato-cardiovascular regulaÈion had previously been suggested by Snith

(1e67).

Because the instruction to conErol lIR leads Ëo a general behavioral

adjustment of which HR is only one component, it might be expected that
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instructions Èo control oÈher components of the general response ¡^rould

l-ead to sinilar adjustments with a sinilar HR effect. Thus, Brener

(1974) examined the infLuence on HR of instructing subjects to contro}

respiratory activity and found a mean HR of eight bprn higher when

hyperventilating than when hypoventilating. In viev of the similarity in

degree of HR change with respiration insÈructions, it night be concluded

that similar response images and consequent motoric adjustments are

produced by respiration and HR controL instructions. Thus, although HR

does display the characteristics of a voluntary response in the absence

of any special conditions, it wouLd appear that its voluntary

characteristics are supported not by feedback of cardiovascular activity

per se, but rather by a feedback consteLlation derived from the

behavioral complexes in which HR reponses are enbedded.

It shouLd also follow that the provision of exÈeroceptive feedback,

identifying a desired perfornance goaL, would result in similar

performance changes, regardless of whet,her respiration or HR instructions

are given. Rather, upon testing this view, it was found Ehat

exteroceptive feedback of HR performance greatly enhanced the HR control

for subjects given HR instructions, and had practically no effect on Ehe

HR performance induced by respiration instructíons. Brener explained

Ehese unexpected results as follows. Relative to HR responses,

respiratory responses are easily discrininable. Therefore, in Ëhe case

of the group receiving respiration instructions and HR feedback, Ëhe

behavioraL goaLs specified by Èhe RR instructions on the one hand and by

the exteroceptive HR feedback on the other were in conflict. That is,

since Ehe response images associated Brith RR instructíons are not' as welL

formulated due to a lack of specific calibration of the intrinsic
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feedback associated with Èhis response, exteroceptive feedback r¿as the

primary description of the desired acÈiviÈy and Èherefore did not lead to

a substantial enhancement of HR control. The RR instructions províded

the subjects wíth no tangibLe cues or sÈimuli for HR changes. However,

the facil-itative role of exteroceptive feedback in the case of HR

insÈructions can be explained in one of two ways. It may have have

served to cal-ibrate the available intrinsic feedback through defining the

internal sensations associaËed respectiveLy with high and low HRrs. O.,

it rnay have substituted for a'lack of available intrinsic feedback.

Support for the former view was accumulated by Brener et al. (1969) rsho

found thaÈ the amount of HR control was a direct function of Ëhe amount

of exteroceptive feedback provided during training (f002 vs 502 vs 0%).

With respect to the calibration model, the data suggested Èhat the

subjects who had the most exterocepÈive feedback learned to distinguish

the feeLings associated wittr trigtr and lor¿ HRrs and were, hence, best able

to control their HRr s in the absence of such feedback.

Final-1y, Brener suggested and tested the following notion: if it

were true Èhat Learníng to discriminate the activities of the

cardiovascular system were an important prerequisite to the control of

these activities, then we might expect individuals trained to

discriminaÈe cardiovascular states to be betËer at controlling such

sËates Èhan individuals r.rho are not provided with such training. Two

additional studies reporËed in Brener (7974), supported Èhis hypothesis.

It was found that exteroceptive feedback served to calibrate and thus

discrininate intrinsic feedback associated with Un changes and that such

calibration Led to subsequent enhancement of HR control. The data

indicated that the behavioraL adjustmenÈs produced by voluntary controL
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procedures were a joint function of instructional and feedback

influences. Brenerrs notíons of discrimination and calibration are not

unl-ike the earlier predictíons that subjects with high levels of internal

autonomic a\¡rareness (as measured by Mandler et alt sr (1953) Autonomic

Perception Questionnaire) ¡vould be better able to condition or cont.rol

their HRrs. UnforÈunaËely, as was discussed earLier (see Individual

Differences), Ëhe data from these studies have been scanty and equivocal,

buÈ for a sÈudy by McFarland (1975) in which autonomic a!¡areness rdas

measured by a HR tracking test.

The Role of Instructions

More recently, Brener (1977) arËicuLaËed the role of instructíons in

facil-ititating voLuntary visceral control. He asserted that the

acquisition of meaninB, by words that are used to describe variations in

visceral activity, may be viewed as the fundamental process of volunËary

visceral control-. His position is an aËtempt to articulate the nature

and function of instructions (the initiating condiËions for voluntary

resPonses) and response feedback (the means by which compliance v¡ith the

insÈruction is assessed).

nither inplicity or explicity, instructions transmit infornation of

a motivational nature. Further, instructions serve to designate a

particuLar sËate of affairs that the individuaL is required to achieve. -
Èhey describe a goal, or ín feedback language, a set point. InstrucËíons

vary in the coroplexity of the behavioral goals they specify from broad

classes of actívity (eg., ttmovett or t'stop") to more specific responses

(eg., ttMove your right index fingertt). rn cardiovascular research, we

typically ernploy siruple instructions cast in the forn of imperative
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sentences which are comprised of a verb (..g., ttraisett or ttLowertt) and a

noun phrase (e.g., ttyour heart raterr or ttyour blood pressuretr). The verb

describes the direction of the required behavioral adjustment, and the

noun phrase, Èhe effector system in which the directional requesË is to

be fu1filLed.

It follows that in order to comply specifically with an instruction

to execute ân act, an individual must understand Ëhe nature of the

behavioral requirements specified in the instruction. In particular, he

or she must be able to recognize acts of the class referenced in the

instruction, inplying an ability to discriminate Ëhe sensory state

associated with the perfonnance of the act. He or she musË also possess

the ability to labeL the sensory state appropriately. However, since

most individuals have noÈ received specific training in the verbal

Labe1ling of sensaËions associated with variations in visceral activity,

it is likeI.y Èhat they will interpret instructions to perform visceral

responses in idiosyncratic and inaccurate ways. Such ambiguity may be

reduced by designating the occurrence of an external stimulus as the

goal; for example, I'Make this light become as bright as possible and for

as long as possibl-e" where the external stímuli are programned to occur

when the individuals HR increases. I{hile some instructions specify

external stimulus changes as Lhe goal, others imply Lhe occurrence of an

inËernal stimulus as the goaL, both of which are viewed by Brener as

functionally equivalent. However, it is generally the case thaË

instructions specifyíng behavioral goals require uore specific behavioral

adjustments Ëhan those specifying an external stimulus change as the goaL

(".g., make a light come on). I,{ith instructions of Ehe latter sorL, the

behavioral means of achieving the goal is unspecified, r¡here the
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behavioral means itself ís the goal specified by instructions of the

former type. However, all instructions to execute acts are reducible to

instructions to produce stimulus changes in either some internaL or

external sensory modality and sometimes in both modalities.

By examining the behavioral adjustments produced by instructions

that specify a behavioral goal rather than an external stimuLus, it is

possibLe to infer what individuals understand by such concepts as

ttincreases in hearÈ raterr or ttdecreases in blood pressurett. It is

assumed that under appropriaÈe moÈivational conditions, individuaLs will

comply with instructions they understand. The inst.ruction specifies the

behavioral goal to be achieved, and feedback from the internal and

external recepÈors provides inforrnaËion that pernits an assessment of

whether or not Èhe required sensory state is achieved. Therefore,

instructionally produced activity is of a regulatory naËure - iÈs'
t'purposett is to achieve a sensory state sinilar to thaË represented by

the central- neural circuits which previousLy gave rise to it and r^¡ere

acËivated by the instructional stimulus. Thus an individual who is

motivated to compLy r,¡ith an insÈruction to increase his HR will continue

his efforts until such time as he achieves a state that he recognizes as

an ttincreasett in I'heart ratett. Appropriate response feedback will

terminate the behavioral control process. Further, if it can be

demonsErated that external feedback was necessary for the devoelopment of

instructional control over a particular response, and if Ehe control was

maintaíned following the wiÈhdrawal of the feedback, it may be inferred

thaÈ the external feedback has served a calibrating function. In other

words, feedback made available during Eraining enabled the individual to

employ internal feedback stinuli to identify the behavioral goal demanded
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by the instructions. Evidence of calibration, therefore, irnplies that

discrirninable internal feedback is associated v¡ith the occurrence of the

resPonse in question. The sirnple hypothesis that derives frorn this

undersÈanding of voluntary control, is that if an individual can learn to

appropríately l-abel the sensory consequences of a response, he wilL be

able to comply with the instructions to execute that response.

In support of the above hypothesis, Brener cited a number of studies

in which naive subjects, without any special training and in the abscence

of any special feedback conditions, reliably conplied r¡ith instructions

to increase and decrease their HRts (Bergman & Johnson, 1971, 1972¡

BLanchard et al, L974; Brener et al., 1969; Ray, rg7Ð. The reliabLe

influence on HR of the ttincrease" and ,,decrease,t componenÈs of

instructions has been demonstrated independently in tr¿o investigations

using similar techniques (Bouchard & corson, I976; Brener & Goesling,

1968). These experiments contained procedures for investígating the

pretreaÈment influences of the directional requirement component of

instructions (e.g., producing high pitched tones indicaÈed HR increases).

The resulÈs suggested that Ëhe effecÈs of the increase and decrease

conPonents of the verbal instructions lrere more profound than those

produced by specific effector referents. That is, by designating an

external stimulus change as the goal they controlled for the influences

of specific effector referenÈs. The influence of directional

requirements is assumed to operate by estabLishing reponse sets in

individual-s that nay vary in terms of their compatibility with the

behavioraL adjustroent required by oÈher aspects of the training

procedure. Thus, instructions to increase and decrease eiÈher HR or Bp

or RR reLiably lead to equivalenË changes in HR, irrespective of the
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specific effector referent.

The dominant effect of this instructional component may be

attributed to the tendency of individuals to respond in a predictable but

nonspecific manner to instructions that incorporate the corrmands

ttincreasett or trdecreasett. These types of responses inply that

individuals may meet the requirements of instructions to perform

particular responses without being abLe to detect insËances of the

activity referenced by the instructions. In other words, comprehension

of the directional requirement may enabLe behavioral compliance with an

instruction, irrespective of the indivídual's ability to identify and

label responses of the exclusive class designated by the effector

referent. This LatÈer ability is considered to be a determinant of the

specificity of voluntary visceral control rather than a criterion to be

used in assigning responses to the cLass of volunt ary or nonvoluntary.

These resul-ts and interpretations do not discount the possibility of

obtaining learned changes in other effector referents (".g., EMG, Bp)

besides the one specified in the verbal instructions. In other words, it

is possible that individuals have learned to 1abe1 variations in EMG

activity as rrheart rale increases and decreases" but not as ttblood

Pressure increases and decreasestt, resulting in substantial EMG changes

even Èhough only heart rate changes rrrere referenced in instructions.

An earLier statement by Brener (1977 ) serves to surmarize the

previous díscussion: "the acquisition of meaning by words that are used

to describe variations in visceral activity may be vier+ed as the

fundamentaL process of voluntary visceral controlf' (Brener, L977; p.4Ð.

I{hen an individual acquires the ability to comply reliably and

specifically with the instruction to produce a particular variation in
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visceraL activity, it may be asserted that he has learned the meaning of

the instruction. In order to determine if our procedures have been

effective ín esÈablishing meaning in a set of instructions it is

necessary Ëo probe the meaning of the insÈruction prior to and following

the training procedure. The broader the specÈrum of activities used to

investigate the influence of instructions, the more precise activiÈies

used to investigate the influence of instructions, the more precise rsill

be our inferences regarding the individualrs interpretation of Ëhese

instructions. This suggestion has also been made by Shapiro (1977) who

stated that it could be revealing to compil-e some "physiological

dictionaries by finding out abouÈ the particular physiological changes

associated with particular verbal labeLs and particular people" (p.2lB).

Brener al-so noted thaÈ instructions influence not only what individual-s

vrill- do in the experimental situation, but also what they will say they

are doing and experiencing as indicated by their post-hoc self-reports.

As a result, he is doubtfuL as to the utiLity of such post-hoc reports.

Shapiro (I977 ) couurented furÈher on the interaction between feedback

and instruction in cardiovascular self control: ttAlthough biofeedback

may be conceived of as a kind of instruction, it is apparently not the

same as the insÈruction inherent in parÈicular verbal labels, such as

those derived from physiological knowledge per se, or some other frame of

reference thaÈ may or may not be pertinent to the individuals past

experience or conditioning." (p.218). shapiro refers to the r¡ork of

Brener (I974) and his associates showing "fascinating variations in

patterns of heart rate, diastolic blood pressure, chin EMG, and

respiration with differenË combinations of feedback and instruction."

(p.218). IIe adds, "ot the face of it, there is no reason to believe that
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any one uníque effect achieved with biofeedback can not also be brought

about through verbal instructions or vice versa. Feedback methods may

work better and faster in some cases, and instructions may be better and

faster in others. Clearly, some form of feedback is essenEial for

learning, and externalized feedback displays facilitare the process.rr

(Shapiro, I977i p.218).

A Model on the Acquisition of Heart Rate Con trol (Lans)

In Langr s (L974) model, he sÈresses the need to emphasize such

things as the individuaL set, the optirnal characteristics of the feedback

display, the effect of social motivation on performance and Èhe role of

individual differences. He also sees Èhe need Ëo consider the role of

language mediators (cognitive control) and somâtic muscle activity, noÈ

as something to be ignored or eliminated, but as response systems r¡hich

often covary with the cardiovascular systen and v¡hich facilitate the

visceraL l-earning of intact individuals.

Langts (1975) research program has been prompted by three clinicaL

concerns which have shed light on the intricacies of 1earned

cardiovascular controL, especially for the parameÈers of instructional

seÈ and individual differencess 1) to forge a tool for directly testing

the interactions between physioLogical and behavioral responses; Ð to

examine the feasibility of learned visceral control as a Èreatment for

anxiety and phobias; 3) to provide information relevant to the etioLogy

and treatment of cardiac disease. specificarLy, "we are interested in

reLatíonships between psychological determinaÈion of heart rate and the

presence of heart disease and in the possible development of

instrucÈional control as a treatment for disorders of heart rhythmtt

(Lang , 1974; p.170).
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A revie¡s of the data on instrumental conditioning of visceral

responses in animals led Lang (1975) to suggesÈ that some modifícation of

the animalsr viscera Èhrough instrumental conditioning !¡as possible;

however, the effects r^¡ere much smaller than previously suggested, less

persistent, and apparently more narrowLy dependenË upon unique details of

precedures than was previously supposed. As an alternative approach to

traditionaL instrumental condiLioning techniques, he looked to the work

of Lísina (1958; as cited by Lang, 1975) whose procedures emphasized the

importance of continuous exteroceptive feedback in teaching voLuntary

control of vasomotor responses; a Èraining technique more closeLy

resembLing those techniques that are used to Èeach motor skiLls. Her

procedures involved providing rraddiËional- afferentationrr in Èhe same

fashion that Brener's (r974, 1977) exteroceptive and inÈeroceptive

feedback and instructions facilítated the discriminability of activities

associated with the response the individual was being asked to control

voluntarily. specificall-y, Lang (l975) adopted rechniques sinilar Èo

Lisina '!r¡hich depend on orienting subjects to the discrirnination of

visceral changes, providing tadditional afferentationr, and the

developmenÈ of instructional sets or strategies which Ëhe subject can use

Ëo nediate the correct autonomic responsett (p.173). Once again, this

approach assumes Èhat the acquisition of voluntary eontrol over a viscus

is a skilL. It aLso assumes that cardiovascular control invoLves not

only a single conditional reflex, buÈ al.so that it reguires an organized

sequence of activities, movements, and symbolic inforrnation, such as that

required to play darts, or to hiÈ a tennis ball accurately. Thus, the

body of literaÈure mosÈ relevant to Langt s program is not research on the

instrumenÈal conditioning of animals buË research on the acquisition of
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motor skiLl-s and the performance theories of Firts and Posner (1968) and

Bilodeau and BiLodeau (1969). The distinction between these two

approaches is one of type of feedback. In the instrumentaL paradigm HR

information is typically provided in binary form. The subject is cued

when his performance exceeds a preseL criterion HR, and this signal is

absent or replaced with a different cue, when the subject fails to

achieve criterion. Thus, subjecÈs only knew if they were correcË or

incorrect, with almost no addiLional afferentation. When infornation is

presenÊed in an anaLogue form, as r.rith Lisinat s approach, subjects aËtend

to a signal which is continuous r¿ith beat by beaË changes in HR.

FurÈher, if the target or criterion level is part of the dispLay, there

is proportional representation of relative perfornance, resuLting in

analogue feedback of both performance and organ activiÈy. A review of

the literature (see section on Kind of Reinforcement) including work by

Lang and Twent¡rman (1974) and Gatchel (1974) revealed that analogue

feedback r¿as clearly superior for instructed HR speeding. For HR

speeding, an increasing monotonic function of performance existed from

low informat.ion to high inforrnation, whereas for HR slowing, Èhere was no

performance gradienE; binary or 1ow information frequency subjects did

just as well as the analogue group.

Together, Lang (1975) viewed these resulÈs as suggesting that

insLructed HR speeding and slowing depend upon different mechanisms.

Further, he stated that it I'is tempting to speculate that HR speeding is

dependent on some central coupLing beÈween somatic and autonomic

innervation systemsr' (Lang, 1975; p.181) in line r,¡ith the vie¡vs of

Obrist, Webb, Sutterer, and Howard (1970). In conjunction with the data

from an earlier study (Lang and Twent)rman, 0974), Lang Q975) speculated
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that rrperhaps subjecÈs need only activate somatic behaviors already in

the repetoire Èo increment hearÈ rate. In this case we presume no ne\t

learning of visceral responses, but onLy a use of feedback to confirm the

appropriateness of recruiting a somatic-autonomic response unit which

includes HR acceleraËion. The very rapid acquisitíon observed ín

speeding sessions (near maximum perforrnance on the first Èwo trials) is

consistent r^'iËh this view" (p.628). This view is also consistent with

that held by Rayter (1975) that particul-ar subject populations (in this

case athletes) might be better able to bring about and maintain

cardiovascular control (See section on Individual Differences).

Continuing with Langr s analysis, HR slowing developed sLowLy over a

session (i.e., there was a significant Èrials effect) with a lower

absolute change in beats per minute than for increases. As well, there

was little evidence of Ëransfer of Èraining to no feedback trials. These

facts, according to Lang (1975)¡ are suggestive of a differenÈ.

innervation paEÈern, leading to the speculation that HR slowing is closer

to true visceral learning, perhaps involving a nodífication of vagal

firing and vascular changes which are relatively independent of centres

Ëhat control somatic activity.

Further differences between speeding and slowing erere uncovered in a

study using cardiac disease patients. Lang et al . (tglS) employed Ehree

groups of subjecÈs: patients diagnosed as having a myocardial infarction

or unequivocal angina pectorus (mean age equal 58.05 yrs.)i an age

matched group free of any known cardiac disease (mean age equal 60.60

yrs.); and a Èhird, control group of colLege students. All students

received experimental sessions; in HR control (one speeding between two

sLowing) followed by sessions with a tracking Lask as a control for HR
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changes aEtributable to the stimulus properties of the display. I{hile no

difference was found betnreen groups in tracking performance, there was a

significant groups effect for instructed HR change regardl-ess of the

dírection of change; performance was best for college students, next best

for age-matched controls, and poorest for the patienEs r¿ith hearÈ

disease. However, when HR task performance reLative to tracking r¡¡as

considered, speeding-slowing differences were apperent. Patients as l¡e1L

as normaLs displayed the same pattern, with significantLy greaËer slowing

during Èhe HR feedback task than when tracking the computer generated

display. On the other hand, only the college students showed a

significantly faster HR than Ëhat obtained during Ehe psychomotor tasks;

neither of the older groups increased HR significantly more than during

tracking. Lang ( Ig7Ð interpreÈed these "surprising" results as fo1lows.

If the acquisition of instructional conÈro1 over HR speeding is analogous

to the learning of a psychomotor Ëask, and possibl-y based on related

neurophysiology, it is reasonable to expect that it vould be similarily

influenced by age and disease. ThaË is, performance would be

deleteriously affected by both of these variables. From his earlier

studies with students, Lang added that the degree of instructed speeding

was related to the variability and responsivity of the individual's

cardiovascular system. Research in gerontological physiology (Thompson &

Nowlin, 1973; cited by Lang, 1975) indicated that a diminution of

reactance and variability of the cardiovascular system is a reliable

consequence of the aging ptocess. It would appear that instructed HR

speeding follows a simiLar course.

Lang (Ig75) concluded that the ability Èo speed HR on cornmand

appears to be a talenË which is not disÈributed equally in the human
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PoPulation. College age males are superior rrautonomic athletesrr relative
to the elderly or those r,¡ith a cardiac disorder. on the other hand, it
remains unclear why instructed HR slorving fails Èo convary with variables

thaÈ traditionally modify performance. Lang suggested that the problem

nay lie in the naËure of the task itself as it affects a dually

innervated organ like the heart. Low HRr s are achieved in a state of low

arousali e.8., iusÈ after walking in the morning. watching a vísual
display and processing feedback reguire an organismic state r¡hich makes

obvious cardiovascular demands. In effect, Èhe unconditioned sympathetíc

effects of the task may block raËe reduction, with the degree of their
reciproeal inhibition proportional to the potency of the variabre. Thus,

the sympaÈhetic activaÈion of the heart prompted by Ehe task would

exactly counter efforÈs to train greater vagal (para_sympathetic)

inhibition of cardiac rate. This argument suggesÈs that refined control
of HR slowíng ís noË likely to be achieved through a direct attack but

raLher through firsË training nultiple but related behavior" 
"r,o 

,n".,
returniug to direct instructional control (Lang, Ig75).
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APPENDIX C

TABLE A

HR Æ\TD RR MEAI{S Æ'ID STAI{DARD DEVIATIONS FoR

GROI]PS OF THREE SUBJECTS ACROSS ORDERS AI.ID BEThIEEN REVERSALS:

PHASE I AND II MEA}IS ATID STA}IDARD DEVIATIONS

REPRESENT CHANGES FROM CRITERION
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APPENDIX D

INSTRUCTIONS TO ALL STIBJECTS

il
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Pre-Experimental Instructions

For the next tÌ{o and one half hours you ¡vil1 be taking part ín a

biofeedback experiment. Biofeedback is a technique used to help pLople

gain control over their internal functions by mental means only. To heLp

us with our measurements, and to aÈ times províde you with feedback as to

your. success in controlling your internal functions, I will be aËtaching

several surface electrodes to your arms, legs, nose and chest. I will

explain the purpose of each to you.

ExperimenÈal Instructions

Phase I

A-B-A Series (specific instructions alone). The experiment consists

of tr^ro phases. I will give you the instructions for Phase I presently,

and in approximately 32 min., r will enËer the chamber Èo provide you

with instructions for Phase II. In this part of the experiment you are

to Èry to raise your HR by nenËaL means onLy. tühen r leave the room

there will be a 10.5 min. adaptation period during which your only task

will be to sit in a comforÈable position and relax so Ëhat you may become

used to your surroundíngs. Ìrrhen you hear the wordsttlncrease HR'r from

this tape-recorder (pointing), try to raise your HR as high as you can

for the next 60 secs. until you are instructed (pointing) to I'Rest'r. At

this poínt, do noÈ attenpt to raise your HR; you are only to relax for

Èhe next approximately 30 secs. unÈil you are again instructed to
trrncrease HRtt. The rest periods will vary in length around 30 secs.

During Ëhe rest period, this red light (pointing) to the niddLe bar wilL

go on to indicate that you must rest. This cycle of increase HR and rest

will be repeated seven times. I cannot tell you how to go about
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increasing your HR since each subject seems to have his or her own

method. However, you are not to attempt Èo increase your HR by

intentionally changing your breathíng rate or depth, or by changing your

muscl-e tension. Attenpt to raise your HR by mentaL means only. Are

Èhere any questions?

There is an inÈercom here which is connecÈed to the next room. If

you wish to speak Ëo us or Èo stop the session, sinpLy caLL out.

Remember, concentrate on raising your HR as hígh as you can be mental-

means only.

A-C-A Series (feedback aLone). InsÈructions r¿ill be the same as

those for the A-B-A Series except for the following. In this part of the

experiment, you are to try Èo raíse the level of an internal response.

So that you can control your bodily processes solely through mentaL

means, we are not tel"ling you ¡¿hat the response is. As the leveL of the

internal response increases, Èhis bar (pointing to bar on right) will

light up and become progressiveLy longer in proporÈion to the degree thaÈ

you raise Ëhe level of that internal response. This is caLled feedback,

and will serve as an accurate indicator of how successful you are in

raising Èhe 1evel of the ínternaL response. You will hear Èhe word

ttlncreaserr on the tape recorder.

A-Br-A Series (Respiration-assist Instructions). Instructions wí11

be Èhe sane as those for Ëhe A-B-A Series except for the foLlowing. In

this part of the experiment, you are to try Èo increase your HR. Each

subject seems to use different techniques to increase his HR and you will

have to discover your orm. However, in addition Èo whaËever techniques

you choose to use, r,¡e would like you to use your breathing pattern to

bring about HR increases. In other wordsr you may change your breathing
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rate or depth to bring about HR increases. You r¡iLl hear the l¡ords

rrBreathing-Assisted HR Increase" on the tape recorder.

Phase II

In will now give you insÈructions for the re-ainder of the

experiment. During this phase, there wil-L be an addíÈional nine

treaÈments, each with seven trial-s of 60 secs. duration followed by seven

rest periods of 30 secs. duration. During each treatment you wilL be

instructed to increase your IIR above a preset criterion, with additional-

instructions as to Èhe means by which you are to d.o Èhis. As well, you

wilL be receiving at different Èimes, feedback as to success or failure

at increasing HR. Here are the instructions you will be hearing over the

tape-recorder:

-ttlncrease HRr': Increase the leveL of your HR by mental means onl-y.

Do noË change your breathing rate or depth of muscle tension.

-"Breathing-Assisted HR Increaset': IVe want you to ir"r.r"" Èhe level

of your HR by using your breathing ra|e anðfor depth in addition to

whatever mentaL means you may have discovered in Phase I. However,

you must noÈ change your muscle tension. Any questions?

No¡¡ I r¿ouLd like you to Èurn your attentíon over to the líght meter

or bar (pointing). (Those in the A-c-A series will be told to "Look

again" since its use will have been explained in phase r). These are

your feedback lights and they are designed to tell you how successful you

are aË raising your HR under insËructions to do so. However, they will
not al.ways be avaílable to you, as this too is part of the experíment.

The middle of Ëhe bar (pointing) will be lighted during the rest periods

at which time you will not be required to raise your HR and you ¡vill not
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be receiving feedback. Upon being asked to raise your HR, either with or

v¡ithout breathing assist, the líght bar to the righr of centre will l-ight

up and become progressively longer in proportion to the amount that you

raise your HR above a preset criËerion. Remember, your goal is to make

the bar on the right as long as possible until you are told to resË and

the ruiddle bar lights up. At this point, sinply relax, sÈop trying to

increase your HR, and rsait until you hear your next seL of instructions.

rf the bar does noË l-ight up for you, this means that your HR is belo¡v

your criterion level

At no time are you to change your muscle Ëension in an aÈtempË to

aLter your HR. rf you musÈ move, restrict it to the rest periods.

Remember, use either mental means and/or your breaÈhing when the

instructions allor+ it.

This last phase will last approxinately I I/2 hours. The intercom

is on at all times should you need Èo caLl out or wish to stop Èhe

experiment.

Thank you.
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ROTTERIS I-E SCALE
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SOCIAL OPTNION SIIRVEY

This is a questionnaire to find out the way in rshich certain

imporËant events in our society affect different peopl-e. Each item

consists of a pair of alternatives lettered a or b. Please select the

one statement of each pair (and only one) which you more strongly believe

to be the case as far as your concerned. Be sure to select the one you

actually believe to be more true rather than the one you think you should

choose or Èhe one you would like to be true. This is a measure of

personal belief: obviously there are noÈ right or r{Tong anslrers.

Your ans¡¡ers to the items on this inventory are to be recorded on a

seParate anslrer sheet. Please ansvrer these items carefully but do not.

spend too much time on any one item. Be sure to find an anbwer for every

choice. Find the number of the item on the ansrser sheet and black-in the

sPace under the number 1 or 2 which you choose as the sÈatement more

true.

In some instances you may discover that you believe both statements

or neither one. rn such cases, be sure to select the one you more

strongly believe to be the case as far as yout re concerned. Also try to

respond to each item independently n¡hen making your choice; do not be

influenced by your prevíous choices

1. a. Children get ínto
much.

troubl-e because their parents punish them too

The trouble wíth most
too easy r¡ith them.

children nowadays is Èhat their parents areb

2. a Many of Èhe unhappy things in people's
bad luck.

lives are partly due to

b. Peoplets misforÈunes resulÈ from Èhe mistakes they nake.
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3. a. One of the major reasons why we have urars
take enough interest in politics.

4. a

b

b

is because people donr t

There rvill always be warsr no matter how hard people try toprevent them.

In the long run people get
world.

the respect they deserve in this

unforÈunately, an individualrs v¡orth often passes unrecognized nomatter how hard he tries.

I'iithout the right breaks one cannoË be an effective leader.

capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken
advantage of their opportunities.

No matter how hard you try some peopLe just donr t like you.

People who cant t get others to líke Èhem donr t undersÈand how toget along with others.

Heredity plays the major rore in deÈermining one's personality.

I! i" onets experiences in life which determine what they're
l ike.

Trusting
dec ision

to
to

5. a. The idea that teachers are unfair to students is nonsense.

b. Most students donr t realize the extent
influenced by accidental happenings.

to which their grades are

6. a.

b.

7. a.

b.

8. a.

b.

9. a. I have often found that ¡vhat is going to happen wiLl happen.

faËe has never turned out as r¿ell for me as making atake a definite course of'action.
10. a rn the case of the weLl prepared sËudenÈ there is rarely if eversuch a thing as an unfair test.

Many tines exam questions tend to be so unrelated to course ¡¿orkÈhat studyíng is really useless.

Beconing a sucess is a matter of hard work, luck has rittre ornothing Èo do with it.

b

b

11. a

b Gettir¡g a good job depends nainly on being
pLace at the right time.

The average citizen can have an influence12. a

1n the right

lngovernment decisions.

b This worLd is run by the few people in power,
much the líttle guy can do about it.

and there is not
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13' a. Irrhen I make plans, I am aLmost cerËain that I can make them work.

b rt is not always wise to plan too far ahead because rnany thingsturn out to be a matEer of good or bad fortune anyhow. ' !

There are certain people who are just no good.

There is some good in everybody.

T" :t case getting whar r wanÈ has little or nothing to do v¡ithrucK.

Many tines we míght just as weil- decide what to do by flipping aeoin.

I'Jho gets to be the boss ofËen depends on who was Lucky enough tobe in the right place first.

Getting people to do the right rhing depends upon ability, luckhas little or nothing ro ao wittr it.
As far as r^'orld affairs are concerned., most of us are the victimsof forces we can neither understand, nor control.

By taking an active part in political and social affairs thepeople can control world events.

Most people dontt realize the extenÈ t,o ¡,¡hich their lives arecontrolled by accidental happenings.

There really is no such thing as ,,luckr,.

One shouLd always be r¡illing to adnit misÈakes.

It is usually best to cover up onets mistakes.

It is hard to know wheËher or not a person really likes you.

How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.
rn the long run the bad Ëhings that happen to us are balanced bythe good ones.

14. e.

15.

16. e

b

a

b

b

17. a

b

18. a

19.

20.

2I.

22.

b.

q.

b.

d¡

b.

a.

b. Most rnisfortunes are the result
laziness, or a1L Ëhree.

of lack of ability, ignorance,

a. Idith enough effort we can wipe out poritical corruption.
b. rt is difficulÈ for people to have much control over Èhe thingspoliticians do in office.

a. sometimes r cantt understand how teachers arrive at the gradesthey give.

There is a direct connection beÈween how hard Igrades I get.

23.

b study and the
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24. a. A good leader expects people to decide
shouLd do.

for themselves what they

A good leader makes it clear to everybody what Èheir jobs are.

little influence orr"r'the things

b

a25.

26. a

27. a

b.

28. a

b.

29. a

b

Many tines I feel that I have
that happen to me.

b

b

It ís impossible for me tò believe that chance or
importanË role in ny life.

luck pLays an

People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.
Therets not much.use in trying too hard to please people, if theyf.ike you, 'they f.ike you.

There is too much emphasis on athle.ics in high school.

Team sports are an excel_Lent way to build character.

What happens to me is roy own doing

sometimes r feel that r don't have enough conËrol over thedirection rny life is taking.

Most of the Eime r cant t understand why politicians behave theway Èhey do.

rn the long run the peopre are responsibre for bad governmenÈ ona national as rrell as on a local lãvel.
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POST EXPERIMENTAL QIIESTIONNAIRE
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Name:

POST-EXPE RIMENT AL QIIE ST I ONNAIRE

People usually try different approaches or Èechniques in order to controltheir heart rate. Some approaches seem to be more successful than oÈhersdepending upon the individual. Be1ow, are questions perÈaining to how
$ _tti"_q to conÈrol your heart rare åuring rhe experiment. pi.ease
check-off and fill-in the ans\.¡ers relevant to hor¿ you controlled yourheart raËe. There are no right or wrong ansr^rers and we are inÈerested inthe ways in which you tried to control your heart rate.

1. concentrated on the sound or pulsing of your heart beat,

ves()
2. Concentrated on changi

ves()
3. Thought of various

applicabLe, and if

exciting ( )

no()

ngr or increasing your heart beat,

no()

things which t{ere: Check off as nany as were
checked, give examples.

frighening ( )

enjoyable ( )

stinulating ( )

dangerous ( )

physically exerting ( )

distasteful ( )

unenjoyabLe ( )

other

other

()

()

4. Did you find yourself becoming

yes() no(
Is so, when?

tense, or tensing your muscles?

)
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5 Did you have difficulty keepine
constant rate when askäd to'do-

yes() no()
"åf"r 

breathing ar a steady or

6 I'rrhere you able to make use of your breathing when asked to do so?

ves()
How did you do so?

()no

7 Did you try to cheer-on ( )
your heart? Yes ( ) no I )
yourself or your heart?

rood ( ), or give pep ralks ( ) ro
If you did, what did you ttsaytt to

How successful do you think you hrere at increasing your hearÈrate? Place en rt*tt on the line below to indicaËe your ans!¡er.

not at all moderately exÈremely

hanges in how you increased your heart rate from
the end of the experiment?

9 Were there any c
the beginning to

yes() no()
If so,

10.

r¿hat were they?

Did you use the feedback lights?

yes() no()

11. Did you experience any ttsensaEionstt during the training trials?

ves()
of what nature?

no()
If so,

12. Do you believe that
pos s ib 1e?

inÈernal control over autonomic functioning 1S

yes() no( )

training is helpful in raising your

)

13.

yes()

If so, how?

Do you think that physical
heart rate?

no(
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14. Do you beLieve what you were told as
experiment?

yes() no()
If not, whaÈ do you think the purpose r+as?

to the purpose of Ëhis

COMMEMS:




